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There are three parts to this little book. The first takes a new look at who Jesus was and 
what he did. The second describes four characteristics of human life. The third considers 
some of the perplexing questions of theology. Taken together, they represent an integrated 
attempt to understand our common humanity as children of God and are offered as a 
contribution to the on-going dialogue. 
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Some Preliminary Questions

Chapter One: Is there only one answer to questions of faith?

Across the globe, many people are viciously intolerant. This seems particularly true when 
the issue is of a religious nature. Wholesale massacres, beheadings, and other atrocious 
acts arise out of an attitude that I am right and you are wrong, so therefore you are less 
than human and I can do whatever I want to you. And by the way, God is on my side.  For 
this reason, if for no other, we must begin by asking ourselves: Is there only one answer 
to questions of faith? 

Perhaps you have heard the story of the two blind men who were petting an elephant. 
One felt the ear in his hand, and when asked later what the elephant was like, he said it 
was big, flat and thin, like a pancake. The other man touched the trunk, and when asked 
to describe the elephant, he compared it to a snake.

Although we all like to believe that we are the most reasonable, open-minded, wonderful 
people walking the planet, the truth is that, like those two men, we are really quite blind 
to the whole picture. Our individual knowledge is very, very limited, and because it is so 
limited, we can never know the whole truth. Holding only an ear or trunk, we have no 
idea what the elephant is really like. Because of your life experience you are aware of 
certain truths of which I may be totally unaware, and vice versa, but nobody knows 
everything.  As often as not, we misconstrue even that which we do experience.

One implication of this partial blindness from which we all suffer, is that we should listen 
very carefully to what others have to say, inasmuch as they have a vantage point that is 
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different from our own, and we all have a great deal to learn. We should listen, speak 
humbly ourselves, and be tolerant of views that differ. It seems so obvious.

Tolerance, however, does not necessitate non-critical acceptance. There is a huge 
difference between being critical and being judgmental. Imagine yourself in a 
conversation. The other person says something with which you totally disagree. You 
could say, “You’re totally wrong. Everybody knows….” You have judged the other 
person as mistaken, and further dialogue is useless. On the other hand, if each party 
listens to the other, considering the logic of the argument, the progression of thought, the 
hidden assumptions being made, and the validity of conclusions being drawn, i.e. if each 
party actually listens to the other, then both can learn something. In a true dialogue, 
where people actually pay attention to what the other is saying, everyone learns, and who 
knows, there might even be agreement. We all desperately need to be critical in our 
listening and talking, but not be self-righteously judgmental.

A second implication of the elephant metaphor, however, is that, even though we may be 
ignorant of the whole picture, we can speak with limited authority about what we do 
know or believe to be true. One man knew the ear, the other, the trunk. Just because we 
don’t know everything does not mean that we don’t know something. If I limit myself to 
speaking from my own experience- which, hopefully is always growing- then what I say 
will have some validity.

That is exactly what I plan to do in this book. I am a Christian trying to understand who 
Jesus was and what he did, and who we are and what gives meaning to our lives. I speak 
from this perspective and no other. I am not a Hindu, Buddhist, Jew, Muslim, or anything 
else. There certainly are truths that lie outside my frame of reference, truths of which I 
am unaware and truths that I must not judgmentally deny. My task here is very limited: 
namely, making sense out of the Jesus story as best we can., making sense out of our  
own story as human beings as best we can, and seeing how these two fit together. In 
doing so, there are least two levels of possible dialogue: one between Christians and non-
Christians, the other between Christians who read the Jesus story in different ways. In 
each case we must remember our partial blindness.

It’s not easy for some people to limit themselves in this way. They insist on having the 
whole truth and having it in such a way that it is applicable to everyone. There are those 
in the Christian tradition (as there are in all traditions) who claim to have the absolute 
truth, i.e. the truth that everyone must believe in order to be “saved”. They go by various 
names: fundamentalists, evangelicals, conservatives, and are to be found in all church 
bodies. Their basic assertion is that the bible is the absolute, inerrant, infallible, and literal 
word of God, dictated by the Holy Spirit to the various writers, word for word, comma 
for comma, period for period, and that you must believe it in order to be “saved. 
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This belief that the Bible is the inerrant word of God is a rather late concept in the history 
of Christian thought. The writers themselves did not speak of any divine intervention. 
Paul, who wrote many of the books of the New Testament, believed that he was just 
writing epistles to the various congregations he had founded. He had no thought of divine 
inspiration; he thought he was writing letters! In Catholicism, the church and its tradition 
were always viewed as a counterbalance to the scripture, the Bible therefore not being the 
only authority and certainly not the infallible word of God. Even Martin Luther, famous 
founder of the Protestant Reformation in 1519, whose battle cry was “sola scriptura” (by 
scripture alone) would have thrown the books of James and Revelation out of the New 
Testament, so little did he care for them. So much for biblical inerrancy in Luther’s mind! 
It was only in the so-called period of Protestant Orthodoxy immediately after the 
Reformation that the idea of biblical literalism took hold. Fundamentalism is a fairly 
recent phenomenon.

Not only is it without a long history in the Christian church, it is also judgmental without 
being critical. Every non-fundamentalist theology is rejected as “non-biblical”, and 
therefore wrong. Consequently, these people cannot enter real dialogue in critical fashion 
–be it with Christians or non-Christians- because their worldview is closed, the limits of 
their theology hidden from their own eyes.

Our approach shall be quite different. Excited by their encounter with Jesus, the disciples 
wanted to share their discovery with others. They told the story of God’s love present in 
Jesus. They spoke of the man they knew. They did not demand that others believe exactly  
as they did. Instead, they invited others to hear and to listen and to speak in return. And 
therein lays a valid approach. We too shall be inviting, not demanding, critical but not 
judgmental, seeking dialogue and hoping for mutual enlightenment. 

Chapter Two:  What do People think that Christians Believe?

The common perception of what Christians believe goes something like this.

In the beginning, God created everything out of nothing. This God, usually thought of as 
a “he”, also created the first pair of humans, Adam and Eve, and placed them in a 
paradise called the Garden of Eden, where they were to live in eternal bliss. 
Unfortunately, in the guise of a serpent, the devil tempted Eve to eat of the fruit that God 
had forbidden. Giving in to the temptation, she ate, and having offered some to Adam, he 
also ate. Discovering their disobedience, God evicted them from Eden, condemning them 
and all their descendents to a life of toil, pain, and death.
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As time went on, God developed a special relationship with the people of Israel, 
promising that from them would come forth a messiah, a savior who would redeem 
people from their sin. So it was that about 2000 years ago, as foretold in the Hebrew 
bible, God emptied Himself and became flesh in the person of Jesus of Nazareth, the 
promised messiah, born of the virgin Mary. At about age 30 Jesus began a public 
ministry, preaching about the arrival of the Kingdom of God, performing miracles, and 
calling disciples who were to become his church.

Jesus provoked both the Jewish and Roman authorities and, after a triumphal entry into 
Jerusalem for a Passover feast on a day we now call Palm Sunday, Jesus was 
apprehended, beaten, and crucified. However, this was all part of God’s plan, and death 
was not the final word. In three days, Jesus rose from the dead, as evidenced  both by 
stories of an empty tomb as well as appearances to his disciples. After forty days, Jesus 
ascended into heaven, to sit on the right hand of God the Father, from which position he 
will return in the future to judge all mankind. In the meanwhile, the Holy Spirit came into 
the church on a day we call Pentecost, and this church was thereby empowered to preach 
the good news about Jesus. What was this good news? What was it that God had done in 
Jesus? Quite simply, it is thought, Christians believe that Jesus died on the cross for their 
sins, and that somehow his suffering and death was a sacrifice to God, so that now all 
sins are forgiven for those who in faith accept Jesus as their savior and are members of 
his church.

There are variations to the themes, of course, but this pretty well summarizes the popular 
perception of basic Christian belief. A few comments are in order. First of all, just 
because people believe something does not make it so. Just because a majority of 
Christians might believe the above summary of their doctrine does not necessitate that 
that is in fact what happened. There is no guarantee that truth lies in numbers.

 Secondly, the fact that the Christian church includes a great variety of seemingly 
disparate groups might cause one to wonder if they should all go by the same name. 
Catholic papists and Appalachian snake charmers, all under one roof? Progressive 
Congregationalists and fundamentalist Southern Baptists? Most of us forget that in the 
early days of the Christian religion, there was no commonly accepted orthodoxy. The 
summary given above was non-existent. Instead of there being one common church, there 
were many opinions about almost every topic, and it was only through debate and, yes, 
fights, that anything approaching an orthodoxy emerged. Uniformity in belief was given a 
big boost when Constantine became Emperor and decided that squabbling amongst the 
bishops was not conducive to stability in the empire. There were many heretics left by the 
wayside, the only reason for their supposed heresy being that they lost the battle, be it a 
battle of word or of sword.  I repeat: during the early days of the Christian church, there 
was no orthodoxy, no traditional belief, no commonly accepted set of beliefs. The 
traditional doctrine is something that emerged only over time. 
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With close examination, this disparity can be found even in the New Testament itself. The 
various books present different points of view, not all of which are reconcilable. Mark 
and Luke and Matthew and John and Paul each had their own perspective on things, 
writing in different places and for different reasons. As a consequence, there is no 
common Christian dogma to be found even in the Bible itself. Furthermore, the Bible 
itself might have been different. The only reason the New Testament contains what it 
does, is because those books in particular were accepted by the gathered bishops as being 
reliable. Had there been a different group of bishops making the decision, the results 
might have been different. They might have left out some books that were included, or 
they might have included some books that were omitted. Some scholars today believe 
that parts of the excluded writings contain genuine sayings of Jesus, and really should be 
part of the scripture.

All of this means, thirdly, that although we must respect tradition, we must not allow 
bondage to tradition to stifle our creativity today. The summary given above is not the 
only option, and never has been. Each person must “make sense” of the Jesus story for 
himself. Failing to do so would prevent the story from becoming part of a living faith. I 
say what I say in the following pages because it makes sense to me. 

Chapter Three:   How do we know anything about Jesus?

Although Jesus is mentioned in some secular histories, practically everything we know 
about him came from the reports of those early disciples- from Peter and Simon, Mary 
Magdalene, Matthew, and all the rest. These reports are found in the four books of the 
New Testament that we call the “gospels”, plus some other reports that are not included 
in the Bible, such as Thomas. Since these books are our primary sources, it is incumbent 
upon us to know how they came to be.

It seems clear that Jesus was born about 2000 years ago. Probably a carpenter’s son, his 
early life was one of relative obscurity. Then, at about age thirty, Jesus began an activity 
that caused him to become the most famous public figure of all time. He was an itinerant 
preacher, traveling from place to place, gathering disciples, criticizing the establishment, 
and generally creating quite a stir. The disciples recognized in him something so very 
special that their lives were forever changed. To the best of their ability, they remembered 
what Jesus said, what he did, and how people responded. Eager that others might share in 
this new life, they told the story of Jesus. 

There were fragments at first, just bits and pieces, inasmuch as no one knew everything. 
As time progressed, the fragments coalesced into ever-growing compilations. Some 
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remembered more accurately than others, and some embellished the stories, making them 
“better” than they actually were. The “information”, therefore, is not always accurate. 

The form of the telling also changed, from oral report based on memory to new written 
forms. Times were changing. As eyewitnesses to events were dying and disappearing, 
preservation of the original material was best accomplished using papyrus and vellum. 
Not only that, but the small group of disciples had become transformed into an 
organization. This institution wanted documents- to teach converts, to maintain unity in 
face of multiple “heresies”, and to defend their beliefs against false charges from the 
government.

The stories more easily coalesced in the big cities, where missionaries and travelers 
gathered to share information. Population centers such as Jerusalem, Rome, and Antioch 
accelerated the publication process. As one might expect, each city had its own version of 
the Jesus story, some containing material they shared in common with others, some 
containing material peculiar to that metropolis.

The many teachings and stories of Jesus were not compiled haphazardly. The versions of 
the gospels that we have today are the work of editors piecing the vignettes together in 
order to provide their particular congregation with a comprehensive Jesus narrative. 
Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, whoever they were, if they were individuals at all, 
gathered and edited the material in unique fashion, preparing a document that would be 
helpful in the life of their congregation. We find, therefore, in the various gospels a 
deliberate attempt to present the story in such a way as to accomplish a particular 
purpose. Matthew writes for a Jewish community, “proving” Jesus to be the promised 
Hebrew messiah, while Luke offers us a Jesus who is compassionate, sent from God to 
bring happiness and wholeness to all people, including Romans.

Evolution of the gospels was a long, involved process. They grew layer upon layer, the 
later church embellishing the old documents and adding new material. Mark, the earliest 
of the gospels, was put in its final form about 35 years after the crucifixion. The others 
date well toward the end of the first century, about 60 years after Jesus died. Clearly, 
there was a long stretch of time between the actual events surrounding Jesus and when 
the last of the gospels took final form.

As you might imagine, there were many groups that wrote their own Jesus story. They 
claimed to have verbatim words that he spoke and also claimed to describe actual events 
in his life. The church of the first and second centuries had the unenviable task of 
deciding fact from fiction. Deciding this question, the church gathered in council and 
made decisions relative to the accuracy of the various gospels. Those approved as valid 
included Matthew, Mark, Luke and John, and these were included in the canon, the 
accepted normative writings, also known as the New Testament. Others were excluded 
from that canon, but were included in a volume known as the apocrypha. John Dominic 
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Crossan, a most erudite New Testament scholar, believes that two apocryphal gospels, 
Thomas and Peter, contain material that is equally as valid as the New Testament gospels. 
In a way, the final and definitive version of the Jesus story has yet to be told. 
Furthermore, the story that we do have was “pre-edited” by the early church “fathers” 
who were male, celibate, and representative of an organizational hierarchy. This does not 
mean that the New Testament gospels are totally unreliable, only that we must 
acknowledge how they came to be, and treat them accordingly.

As we have seen, the fundamentalists believe that the gospels are the inerrant, inspired,  
and infallible word of God, and must be accepted word for word, comma for comma. I 
would certainly agree that the early disciples who remembered and later told the story of 
Jesus were inspired, but not in the manner of dumb robots writing down divine dictation. 
They were people just like you and me, struggling with the problems of life, but also 
convinced that a new life was possible because of Jesus. The gospels were written in faith 
for the presentation of that faith, and that’s how we must relate to them today. They must 
not be accepted as literally true. They were never intended to be taken that way.

That, of course, means we have a problem. Once we realize that the story of Jesus 
presented in the gospel is faithful but also fallible, we must fully admit that we can never 
be assured that our picture of Jesus is accurate. The greatest danger is that we create a 
picture based more on our imagination than on historical sources. I must fully confess 
that what follows is my portrait of the man from Nazareth. I hope it reflects reality, but 
there is no guarantee. It makes good sense to me, and I offer it for your consideration. 
Perhaps the day will come when incontrovertible evidence will offer to us an indisputable 
life of Jesus. Until then, our portrait must be tentative. 

Chapter Four: Where did the rest of the Bible come from?

We speak of the “Bible” as though it were a single book, which it most certainly is not. In 
addition to the fact that it is divided into two major “testaments”, the old (the Hebrew 
scripture) and the new, each of those parts resulted from the gathering together of many 
writings, ranging over centuries, if not millennia. 

The New Testament, containing, as we have seen, the gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke 
and John, has many other “books”. Acts is really the second half of Luke’s gospel, and it 
is also the longest book in the New Testament. Much of the New Testament content is 
comprised of letters written by Paul of Tarsus, sent to the small congregations that he 
founded during his missionary travels, and in which he deals with various problems 
confronting the struggling communities. The book of Revelation, mistakenly thought by 
fundamentalists to describe the end of time, was actually a word of encouragement 
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written in code that sought to help new believers keep the faith even in the face of 
persecution. And so it goes. The New Testament, far from being a unitary and coherent  
publication, is actually a collection of thoughts from many hands, written over a span of 
more than half a century.

The Old Testament is even more diverse. The oldest literary strata come from perhaps 
900 B.C.E., the latest originating in the period of the Jewish state before the birth of 
Jesus. The variety of material is amazing. On the one hand, primitive mythology speaks 
of a God who leads armies into combat, who commands the sacrifice of animals, who 
walks in the cool of the day in the garden of Eden. On the other hand the later prophets 
describe a God who demands not sacrifice but righteousness, a God who causes His light 
to shine upon all nations, leading them to beat swords into plowshares. There is poetry, 
music, mythology, stinging political commentary, a love song, legal codes- all spread out 
over hundreds of years and originating in different places. 

No, the Bible is definitely not a single book. As a compilation of many sources, it 
incorporates a great variety of concepts, some of which contradict each other. There is 
much truth to the charge that you can find anything you want in the Bible. It just depends 
on where you look. Anyone who recites biblical quotes as answers to questions doesn’t 
really know the Bible.

Chapter Five: Is the Bible the Word of God?

The answer is both yes and no. If we think of the Bible as a document that some God or 
gods dropped out of heaven, then the answer to our question is: “No, the Bible is not a 
word from God.” It’s not as though God commanded the 100 or so “writers” of the Bible, 
“Sit down and take dictation. What you hear now is the absolute, inerrant, infallible, 
unchangeable Word of God.” It is not Yahweh using his index finger to inscribe Ten 
Commandments on tablets of stone held by Moses on Mt. Sinai, regardless of what 
Charlton Heston would have us believe. 

If it did not come from God, then where did it come from? The first point to remember is 
that there is no “it”. The Bible is a compilation of many sources, and, instead of asking 
whether or not the Bible is the Word of God, we should ask, for example, is the gospel of 
Luke the Word of God? We have seen in a previous chapter how the gospel came to be. 
Jesus changed peoples’ lives. Some of them remembered what he said, what he did, and 
how persons responded. Some of these remembrances were written down, gathered into 
collections, and finally edited by someone who was creating a document for use by a 
particular group of believers. 
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At each stage in this developmental process, the persons involved believed that they had 
been encountered by God. What they were trying to communicate was both a statement 
of faith and a report about what they believed actually happened. They were writing 
about events from a faith perspective. Their intent was to preserve the memory of Jesus 
so that they could be strengthened in their faith as well as enable and empower them to 
witness to others, and this was accomplished by reporting events as interpreted through 
the eyes of faith. 

There are two ways we can read and react to the gospel. If you are a historian, you seek 
to separate fact from interpretation. Looking for the objective truth, the scholar arrives at 
conclusions about who the writer was, when she wrote, how good her memory was, and 
so on. This is work that must be done; we need to know all we can about Luke and all the 
rest of the biblical books, so that we do not impose our worldview onto them.

But even as you gather all the scholarly evidence and try your best to understand what 
Luke was all about, something else can happen. If you read and it causes within you some 
kind of connection to the faith expressed therein, then for you Luke can become the Word 
of God. If there is an inner appreciation of and identification with the faith of those 
writers, then something other than purely historical investigation has happened. You have 
experienced what you can rightfully call the Word of God.

Other books of the Bible may not create that connection for you, and so they are not the 
Word as far as you are concerned. I have mentioned earlier how Martin Luther would 
have taken the books of James and Revelation and thrown them both out of the New 
Testament. It may be the case that it’s not the whole of what Luke says that makes faith 
sense to you, but only a particular story, or parable, or even just a saying of Jesus. 
Whatever it is, if your life has been changed and if you attribute that change to divine 
enlightenment, then those words have functioned like God’s Word for you. And that is 
basically how the books of the New Testament got there in the first place. The church got 
together and agreed that these certain writings had functioned for them as the Word of 
God and should therefore be included in the canon, the Holy Scripture, the norm for their 
faith. The worldwide church as a whole, therefore, can accept the collected books of the 
Bible as a whole, and agree that these books will be accepted as faith statements, but this 
does not necessitate that every person in the church accept all the books equally.
In theory, the canon is still open. That is to say, if the church as a whole could agree that 
some new or newly discovered writing made that faith connection for them and 
functioned as the Word of God, then that writing would become part of the scripture. 
From a practical point of view, however, such agreement is impossible, and the canon, 
basically, is closed. 
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Part One: Jesus and the Early Church

Chapter One: The Disciples

      A. Why did the disciples follow Jesus?

The only reason we have a story about Jesus- and therefore a New Testament and 
Christianity- the only reason is because some people were so impacted by him that they 
were later willing to die for his name. Consider the images we have: Levi, a tax collector, 
is sitting at his station on the roadway. Jesus approaches, says “Follow me”, and Levi 
leaves his work and follows. Simon and Andrew are fishing. Jesus arrives, says “Come 
with me”, and they leave their nets and follow. Whether or not these events are literally 
true is of no consequence: they represent the disciples’ perception of the event. In their 
mind, it was as simple as “Follow me” and they went.

They didn’t follow because Jesus flew around treetops or did magic tricks or because he 
was a good example. They followed because…How shall we describe it?? To say that 
“Something very special happened” seems trite in the extreme. But it’s true: it was a 
unique event in their life that had no equivalent. Later on, we’ll develop some concepts 
we can use to explain their encounter. For now, let’s just concentrate on the description 
that the disciples themselves offer. What do they say happened when they met Jesus?  

On the one hand, they experienced God in and through him in a way that was unique in 
their lives. They had become new persons, and they believed that God alone had the 
power to enable them to make that kind of change. 

On the other hand, they discovered in Jesus what it meant to be truly human. They found 
in him one who was without sin, without guile, without any of the distortions of humanity  
that work against love. He was a truly human, loving being. 

The loving and enabling power of God that changed their lives did not come from 
thunder and lightning, nor from a voice in the sky, nor from miraculous intervention in 
the course of nature. No. It came from, in, and through- what preposition is adequate?- 
the flesh, bones, mind and spirit of the compassionate and loving person named Jesus of 
Nazareth. The presence of God and the loving humanity of Jesus, combined, led the 
disciples into newness of life. 
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We must particularly realize that the loving humanity in Jesus was not alien to the 
disciples. It was not something from another planet or some other level of being. Jesus 
was like a mirror. When the disciples looked at Jesus in that moment of truth, they saw an 
image of who they really were and, with the help of God, could become. They saw in him 
the kind of person they were created to be, and they knew that if they followed and 
emulated this man they would discover happiness and fulfillment- because they would 
have rediscovered themselves! No, the love embodied in Jesus was not alien to the 
disciples at all. It was who they were.

So Levi and Andrew and Peter did not follow Jesus because he performed miracles, or 
because he was a great teacher, or because he was a good example. The encounter was 
much more powerful than that. They followed because in the moment of encounter with 
Jesus they recognized in him who they could become with the help of God. And the 
essence of who they could become was love. In Jesus the disciples learned that God loved 
them and that they were to love one another, indeed, love all people. It’s that simple. 
Jesus was the incarnation of love, and through his life and words the disciples realized 
who they really were, namely, persons of love. 

      B. How did they relate to one another?

As the individual disciples followed Jesus, they found they were not alone. Jesus did not 
call them to be solitary disciples, but rather to become formative members of a 
community that would work with him both while he was alive and after he died. The 
word “community” is used so loosely today as to become meaningless. We have the 
community of used car dealers, the community of eastern potato farmers, etc. The 
community of disciples was much more like a family. The following scenario, as 
presented in the gospels, illustrates this rather clearly.

Jesus had gathered his disciples and was wandering about the countryside preaching 
about the Kingdom of God. As we shall soon see, the irreverent freedom and joyfulness 
of the little band, quite like that depicted in the musical Godspell, irritated and upset both 
the religious and political authorities. Their lifestyle also upset Mary, the mother of Jesus. 
The usual image of the “Virgin Mother” is that of a sweet woman who always knew in 
her heart that her baby was the savior of the world. The following story indicates 
otherwise.

 Jesus is with his disciples as well as some others. Standing off to the side are Mary and 
Jesus’ brothers, who by now are convinced that Jesus was crazy. Perhaps embarrassed by 
and for Jesus, they send a messenger to inform him that his mother and brothers would 
like to speak with him. Jesus responds by asking, “And who are my mother and my 
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brothers?” Answering his own question, he points to his disciples and says, “You are my 
mother and my brothers, and those who do the will of God.”

“Who is my family?” Jesus asks. “You, my disciples”, is his answer.

The Greek word, koinonia (koy no nee’ a), is used to describe a community that is 
spiritual, and inasmuch as Jesus referred to his band as both “family” and as 
“friends” (see gospel of John), it is appropriate to say that Jesus gathered about himself a 
koinonia family of friends.

 But why? Why gather a koinonia family of friends? Was it because other Jewish rabbis 
had disciples? Was it just to have some folks to carry on his teaching after he was gone? 
Was it to initiate and organize a larger institution? Or is it not rather the case that in 
gathering this new family Jesus is telling us that this is where and how one finds 
fulfillment in life? that in sharing life with other such spiritual persons we find our 
greatest joy? Jesus did not rest content with creating a series of one-on-one relationships 
with his disciples. He also helped them create bonds of love with one another. As a result, 
when he died the community did not disintegrate. Perhaps the central tenet of Jesus’ 
teaching is that the Kingdom of God is in our midst. The koinonia family of friends 
created by Jesus was a microcosm of that very kingdom, a “little place” wherein mutual 
caring and sharing made manifest the love that ultimately guides the universe.

C. Were there women disciples?

The common impression is that Jesus had twelve disciples, all men. Further, they are 
believed to have been very devout and respectable, later becoming the apostolic pillars of 
the Church. This impression is mistaken. Attention to details presents quite a different 
picture, especially with respect to the role of women, the forgotten females.

Jesus apparently had many followers, often referred to as “disciples”. Some of them 
returned home when Jesus demanded too much, but others, some 70 in number, were sent 
out, two by two, to spread the word. In addition to this larger number, there was the 
smaller and more intimate group, whom we have referred to as Jesus’ family of friends. It  
is true that a cursory reading of the New Testament gives one the impression that this 
group was comprised of twelve men. Closer reading, however, reveals some interesting 
suggestions.

Mark and Matthew give us the names of twelve “apostles”. The gospel of Luke has a list 
as well, but it is not the same (Judas the son of James, rather than Thaddeus). The gospel 
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of John alone mentions someone called Nathaniel. These disparities alone call in question 
the assumption that there were twelve.

Furthermore, there are many references to women as part of the group. 

From Luke:

 “Soon afterward he went on through cities and villages, preaching and bringing the good 
news of the kingdom of God. And the twelve were with him, and also some women who 
had been healed of evil spirits and infirmities: Mary called Magdalene, from whom seven 
demons had gone out, and Joanna, the wife of Chuza, Herod’s steward, and Susanna, and 
many others, who provided for them out of their means.” (8:1-3) 

Later, at the crucifixion at Golgotha, Luke adds:

“And all his acquaintances and the women who had followed from Galilee stood at a 
distance and saw these things.” (23:49)

These same women see where he is laid in the tomb and return “on the first day of the 
week”, only to find Jesus “risen”, and then rush back to tell the others.

“Now it was Mary Magdalene and Joanna and Mary the mother of James and the other 
women with them who told this to the apostles, but these words seemed to them an idle 
tale, and they did not believe them.” (24:10-12)

Despite the fact that Luke refers to the apostles and the women as two separate entities, 
we must remember that he wrote about 60 years after the facts he describes, time during 
which the notion of a “twelve”, symbolic of the twelve tribes of Israel, had achieved 
unimpeachable status.

The same references to women are found in Mathew and Mark. At the crucifixion:

“There were also many women there, looking on from afar, who had followed Jesus from 
Galilee, ministering to him; among them were Mary Magdalene and Mary the mother of 
James and Joseph, and the mother of the sons of Zebedee.” (Matt 27:55-56)

“There were also women looking on from afar, among them were Mary Magdalene, Mary  
the mother of James the younger, and Salome, who, when he was in Galilee, followed 
him, and ministered to him; and also many other women who came up with him to 
Jerusalem.” (Mark 15:40-41) 

Matthew and Mark also tell us, as did Luke, that it was some of the women who first 
reported “he is risen”. The gospel of John has Jesus’ mother, his aunt Mary, the wife of 
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Clopus, and Mary Magdalene “standing by the cross”. John also has Magdalene, alone, 
going to the tomb on the first day of the week to prepare the body. Further, Magdalene is 
the first to whom Jesus appears after the resurrection, and Jesus must tell her not to 
“cling” to him. Clearly, Mary Magdalene plays a most prominent role, at least in the mind 
of John, and has a very close relationship with Jesus.

So where does all this leave us? According to the sources, we have the names of some 
women who were very close to Jesus and the men: Magdalene, Joanna, Susanna, Salome, 
two other Marys, and Zebedee’s wife, as well as “the others”. These women ministered to 
Jesus. They provided for the whole group “out of their means”. They traveled with Jesus. 
They are the first to become aware of the resurrection. They knew where the “upper 
room” was, where Jesus celebrated the last supper with his disciples before he was 
arrested, and we must assume that they were there for that meal. On all counts, women 
played a significant, if not dominant, role, in Jesus’ koinonia family of friends.

It seems, then, that there were 20-30 disciples in this intimate group. They included men, 
at least 12 or 13 by name, and women, seven by name, and “the others”. The women 
financed the group “out of their means”, as well as having ministered to Jesus. Two of the 
men, the sons of Zebedee, had their mother as a co-disciple. Jesus and Magdalene seem 
to be particularly close. And the crucifixion-resurrection narratives indicate that the faith 
of the women exceeded that of the men. Certainly it is due only to the dominant male 
influence in both the first century church as well as later that we lack more information 
about the women. When we think of Jesus and his disciples, we must see both women 
and men. 

D. What were the disciples like?

We mentioned at the beginning of the previous chapter that the common impression of 
the disciples is that they were the rock solid pillars of the new movement. As before, 
however, closer investigation leads to a different conclusion.

The gospels present the disciples from a twofold perspective. On the one hand, they are 
faithful followers who have left everything and committed their lives to Jesus. On the 
other hand, they are also portrayed as weak, fearful, and at times, just plain stupid.

Beginning with the first, the fact is that these people left whatever they had in life and 
followed Jesus. Try to even imagine doing that yourself, and you begin to realize the 
enormity of their commitment. To be sure, they never traveled more than perhaps ninety 
miles from home, and could easily have checked in on occasion. Nevertheless, for a 
period of about three years, they were itinerant preachers, moving on from village to 
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village. Some disciples left their boats and nets; Matthew left his office of tax collector. 
The rest we just don’t know about. But it is absolutely clear that for each and every one 
of them, the encounter with Jesus profoundly altered their lives and entailed a certain 
amount of risk. As far as Jesus himself was concerned, these women and men were both 
friends and family. If not perfect, they had been able to perceive in him a presence of God 
not obvious to all, and they had dedicated their lives to the service of this man and his 
message.

But apparently there was a weak side, and in chapter nine of his gospel Luke points 
graphically to some of the disciples’ shortcomings. A man begs the disciples to heal his 
son, but they could not, the implication being that their faith was inadequate. Jesus tells 
them that he is soon to be “delivered”, but they do not understand the reference to his 
death and are afraid to ask. They did not see where the path led. Then a childish dispute 
arises among them about who is the greatest. Jesus’ response is to point to a child and 
admonish: “Whoever is least will be greatest.” We are then told that they were jealous of 
other healers who were not part of their little group, but Jesus tries to open their minds to 
see that God can do good through other people as well. When a Samaritan village refuses 
to host Jesus and his band, the disciples want to bid fire come down from heaven and 
consume it. All Luke says is: “But Jesus turned and rebuked them.” The mother of the 
sons of Zebedee (or the boys themselves, depending on which version one reads) wants a 
guarantee that in heaven her sons will sit at the right hand of Jesus’ throne.

Jesus must have been disheartened by these displays of spiritual poverty. It is difficult for 
us to imagine that the disciples could have been so petty and shallow in the presence of 
Jesus. It is possible that these events never occurred. Even so, the fact that they are 
included in the record indicates that the weakness of the disciples was an accepted 
element of the story as handed down.

Up to and including the hour of crucifixion, the disciples still did not comprehend the 
nature of Jesus’ mission. When the master is apprehended and taken into custody, the 
disciples run away and hide in the shadows, fearful lest they also be arrested and 
executed. Peter, who had proudly and vigorously affirmed that he would never desert his 
master, denies three times to interrogators that he ever knew Jesus, even as Jesus is being 
dragged away. A moment later, when Peter realized the depth of his betrayal, he “went 
out and wept bitterly.” The disciples were not perfect.

From the perspective of the Jewish elders, the life of Jesus and his followers was 
irreligious, immoral, and improper. In fact, Luke tells us that when those guardians of the 
established social mores brought Jesus before Pilate, he was accused of “perverting our 
nation”. Why? What did he do?
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To begin with, Jesus and his disciples continuously broke the Jewish moral and religious 
law. The law forbade any type of work on the Sabbath, and in direct violation of the law 
as interpreted by the Pharisees, Jesus healed on the Sabbath on many occasions, healing 
being considered work. It was also unlawful to pick grain on the Sabbath- so what do 
Jesus and the disciples do but exactly that! They also rejected the old laws of purification 
whereby certain procedures had to be followed before eating. And they did not fast and 
offer prayers as did the Pharisees and the disciples of John the Baptist. 

Not only did they break the law, but they seemed to take great pleasure in their liberated 
behavior. Not only do they not fast and offer prayer, but- quite the opposite- they “eat and 
drink” (Luke 5:33). Jesus rebukes his critics: “John the Baptist has come eating no bread 
and drinking no wine; and you say ‘He has a demon!’ The son of man has come eating 
and drinking and you say ‘Behold a glutton and a drunkard, a friend of tax collectors and 
sinners!’” (Luke 7:33-34) Given the choice, Jesus did in fact choose to eat with 
prostitutes and other “sinners”.

But perhaps the greatest scandal of all was just the way the disciples and Jesus lived and 
traveled. They had left their homes, families and job security, choosing instead to be 
vagabonds. In the culture of first century Palestine, to leave one’s social network and 
become an outsider was a tremendously bold step and, for women in particular, could be 
quite dangerous. The life they had chosen was definitely beyond the pale of accepted and 
respectable behavior. Men and women, living together as family and friends for three 
years. Where did they sleep and eat? Did they beg, or were they totally supported by “the 
other women”? Even if we imagine the most “respectable” arrangement, it still wasn’t 
respectable enough. The new life shared by Jesus and his disciples was new wine that 
would burst asunder the old skin of moralistic purism, and that was certainly why Jesus 
was ultimately nailed to the cross. 

Chapter Two: Elements of Jesus’ Teaching

      A. What kind of morality did Jesus teach?

Jesus and his family of friends embodied a style of living that was radically different 
from the culture of their time. In both word and act, Jesus offered to everyone he met a 
new way of both thinking and behaving. It behooves to look at some of the salient 
features of this new life.

Toward the end of his public ministry, when the radical nature of his message was 
becoming increasingly clear, Jesus’ enemies were intent on doing away with him. The 
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religious keepers of the established order included two sects of Judaism, the Pharisees 
and the Sadducees, as well as the High Priest and the lawyers who interpreted the law for 
the people. On more than one occasion, they tried to trap Jesus into making statements 
that would be either blasphemous, in which case he would lose favor with the Jewish 
people, or treasonous, in which case he could be executed by Rome. To this end, they 
often presented Jesus with an apparent dilemma.

For example, as we have seen, it was against God’s law to perform any work on the 
Sabbath, and healing was considered work. Teaching in a synagogue one Sabbath, Jesus 
was confronted by a paralytic begging for mercy. According to the established mode of 
thinking and behaving, Jesus had two alternatives: he could either obey the law and 
disregard the sick man, or he could heal the man and break the law. Jesus, however, did 
not live by the patterns of the old society, no matter how “religious” those patterns might 
seem, and so he healed the man introducing a new perspective on the issue: “The Sabbath 
was made for man, not man for the Sabbath.” In other words, Jesus rejects the 
alternatives imposed by the Pharisees and overcomes the dilemma by raising the situation 
to an entirely new level where behavior in governed by love and not by law.

On a different occasion, another and potentially more dangerous question is put to Jesus. 
“Tell us, is it lawful to pay taxes unto Caesar, or not?” If he answers, “Yes, pay taxes”, he 
will lose favor with the people of Palestine who hated the Roman occupation, and if he 
says “No”, he could be crucified for treason. The alternatives offered by the question 
force him to lose, no matter what he does. Jesus’ famous response is as follows: “Render 
unto Caesar the things that are Caesar’s and unto God the things that are God’s”. Despite 
reams of brilliant analysis over the centuries, what is this statement but pure evasion? 
Jesus perhaps smiled as he escaped the trap, for what he has done is to raise the issue to a 
wholly new level, and not even attempted to answer the original question.

What is this new level? It is best expressed by a different sort of question put to Jesus by 
a young man. “What must I do to become whole?” Jesus recognizes the sincerity of the 
young man, quite contrary to the devious nature of the Pharisees, and he also recognizes 
that the man is not confined by the old pattern of ethics, again, unlike the Pharisees. He 
answers “You are not far from the kingdom of God”, the kingdom being not a place, but a 
presence. 

The new ethic recognizes that we think and act in the context of God’s loving presence, 
that there is an intrinsic link between human fulfillment and God’s role in history. In 
consequence of this link, the new life is no longer confined to thinking and behaving 
within categories supplied by a sick socio-religio-moral system. One consequence of this 
new perspective is that we must no longer think and behave as though life were full of 
dilemma. Because God is working with us to bring about human fulfillment, we are 
God’s partner. As God’s partner, whatever we do in faith and love and hope can be used 
by God to further goodness in the world. It means that confidence replaces dilemma as an 
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essential characteristic of human behavior, because there is full trust that God forgives 
our shortcomings. Being faithfully aware of God’s forgiveness liberates our daily activity. 
Whatever we do in faith, God accepts and uses to further our common cause. Whatever 
one does in faith and love and wisdom is acceptable to God! A most amazing concept. 
Does this mean we can take pride in having done the right thing? Not at all. We can only 
be thankful that God takes the mess we have created and works to bring good out of it.  

In addition to replacing dilemma with confidence and forgiveness, Jesus replaces law 
with love. The story of the paralytic in the synagogue has already illustrated this, but we 
need to understand how radical Jesus’ critique really was. On one occasion, when he and 
his disciples were picking grain, Jesus is criticized by the Pharisees for violating the law 
prohibiting labor on the Sabbath. As the account goes, after they had accused him, Jesus 
responds by reminding them of a story in their Hebrew scripture. When Saul was king, 
young David was greatly popular in the public eye. Saul, crazed by jealousy, sought to 
kill David, who then fled. He arrived at a sanctuary containing holy bread which, 
according to the law, only the priests on duty were allowed to touch. Tired and famished, 
David not only went in and ate the “bread of the presence”, but told the priest that the 
bread was taken on Saul’s command. Not only has David broken the no-touch rule, but he 
has also “lied” about it. Remember, it is Jesus who reminds the Pharisees of David’s 
action. So, what’s the point? Again, behavior circumscribed by love is not confined by 
law. An act risked in love and faith is accepted by God, and the content of that act is not 
confined to that which is legal, no matter whether it be civil law or scriptural law. To put 
it bluntly, wherever we may believe the ten commandments (as symbolic of all law) may 
have originated, Jesus is telling us that when love and law conflict, love trumps the 
commandment every time. 

There are those who would say that when Jesus “freed us from the law” he did not free us 
from keeping the law, but only freed us from the wrath of God that would follow if we 
broke it. These people like to quote Jesus: “I came not to destroy the law, but to fulfill it. 
Not one jot or tittle (punctuation marks) shall be lost.” The context for this saying was a 
discussion on divorce. Jewish law treated women like property, and a man could divorce 
his wife at any time for ‘some indecency’ and pay no alimony (Deuteronomy 24). Since 
few men wanted a cast-off wife, such women were often destitute and without social 
support. That was the law. The point is that, having just supposedly said that no part of 
the law would be changed, Jesus actually goes on to refute the law, demanding that a 
woman be treated with love, kindness, and justice, and not be divorced for no reason at 
all (Mark 10). Jesus was not stupid. He knew what he was saying. When the law 
dehumanizes, love demands a new perspective. In that sense, the new life is free from the 
law. 

The discussion of divorce leads right into a full understanding of Jesus and his 
relationship with women. Jewish society did not view women very highly. The question 
is: to what extent did Jesus share the general outlook of his society, and to what extent did 
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he not only differ but criticize? As we have seen, the gospels are not absolutely reliable 
sources, having been filtered through decades of ecclesiastical transmission, but it does 
seem impossible that Jesus did not transcend his culture on this point. There is nothing in 
the texts, even as we have them, to indicate that he did not recognize women and men to 
be full and equal counterparts. Possibly his closest friends were Mary and Martha, with 
whom he stayed often. We have seen that Jesus’ disciples included as many women as 
men, that they lived together for three years, and that it was the women who generously 
supported the group. Furthermore, however one interprets the resurrection, it was first 
experienced by women. Can there be any doubt that in Jesus’ mind women and men were 
fully equal?

The concepts of equality and justice, in Jesus’ teaching, are unlimited in scope. It’s quite 
simple: inasmuch as we are partners with God, working together for the fulfillment of all 
creation, selfishness and exploitation of others has no place in the new life. We cannot 
advance our own position by treating others unfairly. That is a given. The more difficult 
issue pertains to the obvious disparity with respect to wealth. How does that fit into the 
new ethic?

The answer is neither obvious nor easy, but again, the guide is not law but love. Whatever 
we have in life is not ours to selfishly keep, but ours to use lovingly and wisely in the 
service of God. There were disciples of Jesus who had wealth and those who had none. 
Some of the women were obviously well off, but shared what they had. The key point 
seems to be not monetary equality, but commitment to the new life. A true disciple will 
place everything in the service of the Lord, although that placing can take a variety of 
forms. The gospel of Luke describes Jesus sitting in the temple before his arrest, teaching 
about commitment. He watches as the rich put large sums into the collection box, and 
then a widow puts in her copper coin, literally her food for the day. Luke describes Jesus 
as jumping up and saying (paraphrased) “That’s what I mean! That widow gave of 
herself. That’s what it takes.”

In the earliest church, shortly after the crucifixion, the disciples shared and distributed as 
any had need. There are words in the book of Acts that describe the earliest koinonia as 
having all things in common, and distributing as any had need, but we do not know the 
extent of the practice nor do we know how Jesus might have responded to that. Even if 
there was no requirement that everyone sell what they had and share with the community, 
there certainly was the necessity of total commitment to the work of the kingdom of God. 
The use we make of our wealth can be determined only in the context, but however much 
we may have, what matters is that level of commitment exhibited by the poor widow.

Last but certainly not least, a key ingredient of the new ethic is that people learn to 
forgive one another. The question was put to Jesus: “How many times should I forgive 
my neighbor? Seven times?” And the answer was, “Nay, but seventy times seven.” That’s 
another way of saying “always”. Indeed, how could the answer be otherwise? If we are 
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partners with God, we cannot bear ill feeling toward one another. How can we be 
working for the wholeness and fulfillment of others if we bear them a grudge? An ethic of 
law seeks retribution. An ethic of love seeks reconciliation. Retribution thinking allows 
us to grumble in terms of punishment-justice. Reconciliation thinking invites us to 
remember the words: forgive us our sins, as we forgive those who sin against us.

Confidence, not dilemma. Love, not law. Forgiveness, not retribution. Justice. Equality. 
Sharing.  Partnership with God in working for the Kingdom. That’s pretty much what the 
ethic of Jesus is all about.

       B. Did Jesus perform miracles?

According to the New Testament, Jesus performed many miracles, including such varied 
acts as healing, walking on water, and even raising people from the dead. Whether the 
stories report actual events, however, is another matter. 

Torturing human sensitivity since the beginning of consciousness, illness, disaster, and 
man’s inhumanity to man seem inevitable and eternal. Millions of innocent people die 
horrible deaths, raising serious doubt about a God who is supposed to be both loving and 
almighty. The world, filled as it is with the miseries of disease, starvation, natural 
disaster, and war, sets before us in stark relief perhaps the most fundamental question put 
to the religious mind: if God has the power to intervene in the course of events and 
deliver us from this suffering, why doesn’t God do it? If our God is a loving one who has 
the power to overcome all evil but chooses not to, what kind of God do we really have? 

The traditional answer, and perhaps that most easily grasped, is that God has a secret plan 
unbeknownst to us, and that we must have faith that God’s plan and will are beneficial to 
us in the long run, circumstances to the contrary notwithstanding. God will, on occasion, 
perform miracles, and although we may pray for such events, they are not common.  

An alternative answer is that God, in the divine omnipotence, has chosen not to be 
omnipotent, that God has chosen to relate to nature and to human beings as partner rather 
than as almighty ruler. This may sound strange, but we often use the image of God as 
“parent”. Parents who love their children, know that their children are independent souls 
who can be guided and coaxed, but never ruled. God respects our freedom and has 
chosen not to force us to follow the Parent’s omnipotent will, but rather to invite, guide, 
instruct, and also forgive. The same would seem to hold true of our environment as well: 
God respects the freedom of the creation, and does not interfere in the course of nature. 
The logical conclusion of this approach is that just as God does not force us to do the 
divine will, so too God does not perform miracles. God cannot redirect tornadoes nor 
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cure an individual from disease. And God is not to blame when such events occur. We 
can no longer say “it was God’s will.” The consolation that we do have from this point of 
view, is the full faith and confidence that we have a God who feels our pain more than we 
do, and one who, in the final time, will make all things right. Ultimately, all things return 
to a God who is pure love. In the meanwhile, that love is manifest as respect and 
guidance, but not omnipotent force. 

The next question is: if this be true, is it not contradicted by the “fact” that Jesus 
performed miracles? Actually, just the opposite would seem to be the case.

To begin with, we have already seen that the disciples came to believe that Jesus was a 
truly human being in whom God was present. Human beings cannot violate the laws of 
nature, and if Jesus was truly human, neither could he. The disciples did not come to 
accept Jesus as their Lord  because he violated the natural course of events, but because 
they recognized in him who they were, and found in him the power whereby they could 
themselves become also truly human.  

But if this be the case, why are miracle stories included in the gospel narratives? To begin 
with, some of the stories were added at a later date. The gospels were told, written, and 
re-written over a long period of time, Mark receiving final form about thirty-five years 
after Jesus died, the others about sixty years afterward. The later editors often were not as 
astute as were the disciples about the dynamics of humanization, and were more 
fascinated with miracle stories. As a result, circulated stories often became “better” as 
time went by. For example, when Jesus is arrested in the garden of Gethsemane by the 
henchmen of the High Priest, Mark describes a simple apprehension. Matthew, 
chronologically next, tells us that one of Jesus’ disciples draws a sword and cuts off an 
ear of one of the arresting officers. Luke, last of these gospels to receive final form, adds 
that Jesus picks up the fallen ear and miraculously puts it back on the poor fellow’s head. 

Of course, not all miracle stories were tacked onto the gospels at a later date. Some, it 
seems, were included to make a statement of faith, and not a statement of historical fact.
For example, when Jesus is said to have fed five thousand people with a few loaves and a 
few fish, the imagery suggests a future banquet when God’s kingdom shall have come in 
full, with Jesus portrayed as the one in whom all people will find their fulfillment even as 
they share in the feast. Similarly, Jesus does not actually walk on water, but is described 
as doing that in order to make the point that this One is Lord even of nature. That he takes 
Peter’s hand and helps him also to walk on the water, says more about the later influence 
of the bishop of Rome than about an act of Jesus.

There is, however, one type of miracle story that does make literal sense, and that is the 
healing that we find so often in the gospels. The disciples believed that Jesus was truly 
human, the humanity defined not by psychology or sociology, but by the man himself. 
The humanity that the disciples knew apart from Jesus was a life filled with weakness 
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and ignorance. In Jesus they saw power and truth, a man unencumbered by parochial 
blindness, free to be loving, free to be human. When Jesus healed, we must see therein an 
act arising out of the power of a truthful human life, and not out of a divine omnipotence 
contradicting the natural order. 

A corollary of this would be that inasmuch and insofar as the disciples of Jesus conform 
to his truth, they also might exhibit such power. In fact, the book of Acts does report that 
they performed various healings. Whether they did in fact do so is not the point. The 
point is that the disciples perceived that if they were true to their lord, they and others 
might experience dimensions of humanity hitherto unknown to them.

By way of illustration, imagine yourself in the time of Jesus, seen by others as possessed 
of many demons. In modern psychoanalytic language, we would call you psychotic, 
having lost touch with “reality”, trapped in a world of your own creating. Suddenly, 
standing before you and calling you to your own true self, is the first truly human person 
you have ever encountered. Accepting the call, you begin to discover new life, and are on 
the road to recovery. Had your illness been physiological, you might also have been 
healed. We today become evermore convinced of the interplay between our state of body 
and our state of mind and spirit. Loss of self identity and wholeness creates physical 
illness, and by re-structuring our life, healing becomes possible. So we look not to 
miracles but to life itself for the power to heal. This perspective is basic to the new life 
initiated by Jesus and the koinonia family of friends.

       C. What did Jesus teach about prayer?

We include a discussion of prayer in this section on the life of Jesus because it is so 
closely related to the idea of miracles and also because Jesus had a few words to say 
about prayer. Although there are prayers of thanksgiving and adoration, most of the time 
we think of prayer as asking God to do something, and that’s how we’ll use the word 
here. So, for example, “Dear God, send us peace, heal the sick, help refugees…” By who 
he was, what he did, and what he said, Jesus tried to show that God is love, and that 
God’s concern in all human life is to help straighten out the mess we have gotten 
ourselves into. Just how does prayer fit into that activity?

It seems true to say that at every moment in Jesus’ life he was in communion with the 
“Father”. At times he spoke in solitude with the Father, but he was aware that he walked 
with God, hand in hand, at all times. We could say that Jesus prayed all the time, if by 
prayer we now mean a continual awareness of God’s presence. Or we could say that Jesus 
never prayed, if by prayer we mean certain times when he was particularly aware of that 
presence, as opposed to other times when he was not. From this perspective, we might do 
better to drop use of the word “prayer” altogether, and speak rather of a life in full 
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awareness of God, an awareness that sometimes involved action, sometimes teaching, 
and sometimes just talking. 

The disciples of the Jewish sect known as the Pharisees as well as the disciples of John 
the Baptist, all used formal words of prayer that they would say on occasion. Feeling 
somewhat left out, the disciples of Jesus requested that he teach them a prayer that they 
also could “say”, the result being the so-called Lord’s Prayer. We don’t know if this event 
really happened or if it was the fabrication of a later ecclesiastical hierarchy, but suppose 
it did happen. How would Jesus have felt when the disciples made their request? At first, 
it would appear they are being very religious: they want a prayer to say. But on closer 
examination, it seems their request is actually a sign that they have not understood Jesus 
at all. When contrasted with the life of Jesus, the saying of formal prayer seems to divide 
time into two parts: one when we are before God, praying, and a time when we are not. 
Was it a concession to the weakness of the disciples that Jesus taught them a prayer? 
Perhaps. Inasmuch as we are all weak, and Jesus certainly was aware of that, formal 
prayer can be and is helpful. But it is much more important to work toward the realization 
that we need to be aware of God’s presence at every moment of our life, both when we 
are talking to God and when we are not. 

There is a section in the gospel that offers some particularly helpful insight. Jesus tells his 
hearers: If you are a parent and your child asks for bread, would you give a stone instead? 
Of course not. It’s the same with your heavenly parent. If you ask, God will give. But 
what is it that God will give? How will God answer your request? Answer: with the gift 
of the Spirit. 

“And I tell you, Ask, and it will be given you; seek, and you will find; knock and it will 
be opened to you. For everyone who asks receives, and he who seeks finds, and to him 
who knocks it will be opened. What father among you, if his son asks for a fish, will 
instead of a fish give him a serpent; or if he asks for an egg will give him a scorpion? If 
you then, who are evil, know how to give good gifts to your children, how much more 
will the heavenly Father give the Holy Spirit to those who ask him?”  (Luke 11:9-13)

The indication here is that the answer to prayerful request is not the new bike, not health, 
peace, or justice, not any of the results that we usually pray for. It is, rather, the gift of the 
Holy Spirit. What is this gift? It is a heightened awareness of who God is, who you are, 
and who your neighbor is. The answer to prayer, quite simply, is a level of consciousness 
that is more in tune with God’s ever-abiding love. Inasmuch as prayer leads to this result, 
prayer is its own answer! As that awareness grows, we will become ever more aware of 
God’s presence. God is always for us, in every way we can imagine and those we can’t. 
Our task is to become ever more aware of this love.
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Chapter Three: Moments in the Life of Jesus

       A. What happened when Jesus was baptized?

Let’s back up a bit. We have seen how the story of Jesus has been handed on to us by 
those whose lives were transformed because of their encounter with Jesus. We have 
looked a bit at who they were and how they lived. And we have discussed some of the 
salient points of Jesus’ teaching.  Now comes a prior question: why did Jesus do all that 
in the first place? What motivated this man to embody a new lifestyle that so threatened 
the establishment that he ended by paying the ultimate price?

Determining motivation is guesswork, but the socio-political context for Jesus’ 
maturation is well known. Palestine was ruled ruthlessly by the Romans, who worked 
with the Jewish elders, and economic policy had impoverished Galilee. There can be no 
doubt that Jesus was filled with compassion for the plight of his people. 

Throughout the centuries the Christian church has portrayed the life of Jesus as “God’s 
plan”, to the neglect of appreciating the human development of the man. And in that 
development, Jesus’ baptism by the hand of John plays a prominent role. John the Baptist 
was a fiery prophet who lived in the wilderness, clothed in animal skins and eating 
locusts and honey. With scathing criticism he attacked the political and religious 
authorities, who, in turn, feared his call for social justice grounded in true faith. Crowds 
went into the wilderness to see and hear the mighty Baptist, and those who repented of 
their hypocrisy and injustices were symbolically washed clean in the river Jordan. This 
ritual washing was called baptism.

 Jesus knew John, the two quite possibly being cousins, and Jesus knew that John would 
understand the feelings now swelling up within his breast. Jesus needed to talk to 
someone, and John was that person. In the desert, Jesus waited until the crowds had left 
and then stepped before John. Perhaps words were spoken, perhaps not. We can only 
reconstruct the scene. It must have been a touching moment: two men of God, alone in 
the desert, gaining strength from one another to carry on their work. Symbolically, Jesus 
was baptized, and his mission came into focus.

We do not need to take the New Testament literally that a voice came out of heaven, 
saying, “Behold my beloved son, in whom I am well pleased”, nor that John saw the 
Holy Spirit descend upon Jesus in the form of a dove. The point is that at this moment 
Jesus was infused with new power and determination, and John could see that. Whether 
historical or mythological, the baptism of Jesus was a powerful moment and, because of 
it, Jesus’ life took on new direction. The disciples were called, a community was formed, 
and a new path was traveled.
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       B. Was Jesus really tempted?

Most people do not think of Jesus as being tempted. Despite this popular misconception, 
the gospels portray the temptation as a prominent aspect of his life. The story can hardly 
be historical, but it does point to a key dimension of his humanity, and therefore of ours 
as well. Jesus was a tempted human being. He ate and drank, walked and slept, agonized 
and prayed, was calm and violent, and he was tempted. So often we think of him as some 
sort of a superhuman, serenely perfect man who stands on a par with angels. The writers 
tell us otherwise. The true humanity of Jesus did not rely on avoiding temptation, which 
is unavoidable, but on not succumbing to it. The scene goes something like this.

After his baptism, Jesus is “driven” into the wilderness, where certain thoughts come to 
mind, supposedly prompted by Satan. I do not believe the story to be factual, and I 
certainly do not believe in a devil, but the story does convey a profound truth. Jesus is 
described as hungry, tempted to turn stones into bread. He knows, however, that the way 
of God is not the violation of the natural order but rather living within it. Hungry as he 
may be, he cannot impose his will on the stones.

Pondering the society from which he had just withdrawn, he remembered all the agony, 
injustice and oppression rampant in human history. He yearns to snap his fingers and 
make all things right and just. But he realizes that this, too, is not the way of God. He 
knows that God created humans free, and that freedom must not be violated. He cannot 
force everything to be right, no matter how good his intentions may be. What Jesus 
understands is that imposing his will on others, be it a stone or a person, is a violation of 
the other’s integrity. What Jesus understands is that his goals can be actualized only by 
his encountering those people who had to change. The temptation to achieve these goals 
without such interaction is the subconscious temptation to impose one’s will on an 
unwilling other. Just how we do this will be the subject of a later chapter.

We must also be clear that the story does not describe a singular event so much as a state 
of being. Jesus and we are tempted not only on occasion, but continually, throughout our 
whole life. Wholeness or perfection is not a state of being one achieves, but rather a 
process one continually undergoes. How we do this remains to be seen.

       C. Was Jesus born of a virgin?
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How strange it must seem to leave the birth narratives until now! The fact is, however, 
that all the Christmas stories have no basis in fact and were added by the later church as 
an attempt to say that Jesus was someone special. How do you say someone is special? 
Well, he was born of a virgin under a special sign in the heavens. 

It seems certain that as Peter tended his nets and Levi collected taxes they had absolutely 
no concept whatsoever that Jesus was born of a virgin. Undoubtedly, all the disciples 
fully expected that Jesus had a human father. All of the traditional stories relating to the 
birth of Jesus (the manger, the shepherds, the star and the wise men) make good material 
for Sunday school pageants, but have no basis in fact. Even if a historical basis could be 
shown, the stories are all totally extraneous to the experience of the disciples, having no 
impact on them whatsoever. The story of Jesus begins when the disciples are called and 
not before.

Where then did these stories come from? We know that Jesus had a great impact on 
people and that churches had become organized shortly after his death. It soon became 
common doctrine that Jesus was both human and divine. And all the Christmas stories 
were originally created and told with the sole intent to underscore the supreme 
significance of Jesus as the Son of God. No doubt as some tried to understand how Jesus 
could be both human and divine it seemed to make sense to say that he had a human 
mother and God (Holy Spirit) for a father. And there was a giant star in the sky over the 
place where he was born. And wise men came from the east to pay tribute to this newly 
born king. And angels appeared to shepherds announcing the grand event. Yes, we 
believe that Jesus was God in the flesh, says the early church, and this is how we try to 
say it. The imagery was also a matter of ultimate allegiance: Caesar was believed by 
many to be divine, also born human because of an act of the gods. Calling Jesus the Son 
of God, in contradistinction to Caesar, was a bold confession of faith by the church which 
often led to persecution. 

In short, the church appropriated the virgin birth mythology to underscore at least two 
major tenets of their faith: that Jesus was the incarnation of God, and that ultimate 
allegiance was due to God alone and not to Caesar. Whether the story was ever intended 
to be accepted literally is another question.

In fact, taking the concept of a virgin birth literally is not only unnatural but is also 
detrimental to our understanding of who Jesus really was. We could go so far as to say 
that the virgin birth concept destroys the very heart of the gospel message because it 
destroys the full humanity of Jesus. As we have seen, the full humanity of Jesus was 
absolutely basic to the disciples’ encounter with Jesus and their consequent discovery of 
new life. To deny that humanity by attributing his birth to a supernatural event takes away 
the heart and soul of the gospel they preached.
Chapter Four: The last week of Jesus’ life
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       A. Why did Jesus go to Jerusalem knowing he might be killed?

Every year at Passover, the Jews made pilgrimage to Jerusalem to celebrate their 
deliverance from the bonds of slavery in Egypt. The Temple was located in the holy city, 
and so it was home to the High Priest and his court, as well as being home to the ruling 
elders of the Sanhedrin, the Jewish governing body. The conflict between Jesus and these 
figures of authority had continued to grow as Jesus’ ministry progressed, so when he 
decided to go to Jerusalem with his disciples he must have been keenly aware of the 
danger, now imminent and foreboding. He must have known it was the beginning of the 
end.

We might wonder why he went at all. Why not stay in the countryside, preaching and 
teaching in relative safety? He would have had more time to spread his message, 
encourage and enlighten his disciples, perhaps even marry someone like Mary 
Magdalene. That certainly would have been a respectable and perhaps highly effective 
alternative. 

It is possible that Jesus’ intent was to go to the city just to preach to larger crowds, 
without any expectation of stirring up controversy and confrontation. This scenario, 
however, does not seem likely. It would appear to be the case that Jesus decided it was 
time for a showdown and so chose confrontation. How else to explain the scene in the 
Temple courtyard where he overturns the tables of the money-changers? Even if the event 
is not factual, it points to someone’s memory of Jesus’ frame of mind when he celebrated 
the Passover feast. 

His entering Jerusalem at the very least indicates that Jesus was fearless in proclaiming 
the new life grounded in the love of God. His heart must have ached, knowing as he did 
that the accolade accorded him on “Palm Sunday” was temporary and superficial, just as 
he was painfully aware that the disciples had yet to realize just how dangerous the 
situation really was. But this pain and perhaps the accompanying fear did not deter his 
entry. He was deeply aware that going into Jerusalem would place his life in the utmost 
jeopardy, but he did not allow fear and danger to stand in his way.  

It may be the case, and this is pure conjecture, that Jesus realized that a stronger 
community between the disciples was impossible as long as he was in their midst. 
Perhaps he realized that his physical presence had to be replaced by a spiritual presence 
in order for the disciples to turn to one another. As we shall see, this is in fact exactly 
what happened. It was only after the crucifixion that the disciples felt in their midst a new 
spirit, a spirit of community, indeed, a holy spirit. 
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       B. Why was Jesus crucified?

Whatever happened on the day we call “Good Friday” will never be known in detail. 
What is certain is that Jesus was crucified, a horrible death the Romans devised to 
intimidate would-be revolutionaries. Most probably, Pontius Pilate, cruelly governing on 
behalf of Rome, had left standing orders with his soldiers that anyone who seemed to be a 
trouble-maker should be immediately taken out of the city and crucified. Pilate did not 
like his assignment in Judea, hoped for a transfer to Rome, and would not tolerate any 
trouble that would weaken his status in the eyes of the emperor. In all likelihood, Jesus 
was grabbed by the soldiers, taken away and executed. Such is the view of John Dominic 
Crossan, one of the most respected New Testament scholars alive today, and it seems to 
make sense.

This necessitates, of course, that all the “events” purporting to describe the arrest and trial 
of Jesus have no more historical validity than the Christmas stories. Jesus did not appear 
before the Jewish elders. He was not questioned by a philosophical Pilate. He was not 
executed with a criminal on each side, and the crowds did not clamor for the release of 
Barabbas instead of Jesus when given the choice by Pilate. He was just taken out and 
executed. 

It is not crucial to the Christian faith whether these stories are based on historical reality 
or not. What does matter is how the meaning of the crucifixion is interpreted. Most of us 
today have the impression that in the Christian scheme of things, Jesus “saved the world” 
by dying on the cross. Apparently God was angry and needed to be appeased or satisfied. 
A penalty had to be paid, and Jesus was sent to pay. How often have we heard “Jesus died 
for your sins” as some sort of “sacrifice” to appease the “wrath of God”, the “blood of the 
Lamb” being some kind of expiation for sin? These are all biblical phrases, to be sure, but 
where did they come from? It is possible that this meaning was attached to the cross very 
early on, but the facts do not warrant this conclusion. 

The disciples, even after they recovered from the shock of Jesus’ death, still could not 
comprehend why he had died. Such a death was not part of the messianic expectation, 
although there may have been some who looked for a suffering servant who would 
redeem his people from bondage. For the disciples, at least, the cross made no sense. It 
certainly was not perceived as some sort of magical event whereby the world was now 
“saved”. Most likely, it was Paul of Tarsus who first promulgated the concept of a cosmic 
crucifixion. Paul was a Jewish scholar trained in the mindset of legalism who no doubt 
accepted as a fundamental precept that punishment should fit the crime. Inasmuch as the 
totality of human sin was a crime against the infinite person and law of God, only God 
could bear the punishment. Thus, incarnate in the Son, God satisfies his own demands on 
the cross. Following Paul, the church through the ages has made the crucifixion 
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absolutely central to the good news of the gospel. God loves you because his anger has 
been appeased. 

This, I believe, is a grave mistake. To begin with, the fact that God “sent his son” in the 
first place, indicates that God loved us before Jesus did anything. Once we realize this, 
then we can become free to see what Jesus was really about. Would it not be much more 
appropriate to say that Jesus did not die for our sins, but rather that he died because of 
our sin? What Jesus did was to live and teach a new style of life, calling disciples, 
creating a koinonia family of friends, and incisively challenging the old way. It was 
peoples’ inability to accept the challenge that led to the crucifixion. 

We would more accurately understand the mission of Jesus if we would concentrate on 
the creation of community rather than the cross. Jesus gathered his family of friends as a 
microcosm of the Kingdom of God, that it might be a light shining in the darkness. His 
work was accomplished before he was crucified, and it was left to his disciples, now 
infused with his risen presence, to carry on the work of the kingdom. 

       C. Did Jesus rise from the dead?

When Jesus was arrested, the disciples ran for their lives and hid in the shadows. 
Crucifixion was a most effective method of squashing anti-establishment behavior, and 
the terror of suffering that type of death must have driven these men and women into a 
state of panic. Imagine their frame of mind. They had willingly left behind all they knew 
and loved so they might follow Jesus. Totally ignorant of what awaited them in 
Jerusalem, they had innocently gone with the master to the Passover feast. Some 
excitement perhaps, and then, in a moment, their innocence succumbed to terror. Jesus 
had been dragged to Golgotha, place of the skulls outside the city wall, to suffer a slow 
and painful dying, and now, perhaps, the same fate would be theirs. 

Stealthily, probably utilizing the protection that darkness would afford, they worked their 
way back to the place where they had celebrated the Passover meal together with Jesus, 
the so-called Upper Room. What happened in that room changed the course of human 
history. Although we have no evidence, perhaps we can reconstruct the scene. The arrest 
and execution fresh in their minds, the disciples embraced and comforted one another. 
They remembered their beloved master, his words, his acts, his bringing them all 
together. With mutual encouragement, supporting one another in the “spirit”, the disciples 
came to realize that even though Jesus had been crucified, everything he was and 
everything he said was true. Even though he was dead, they felt and knew him to be 
alive- not just alive in their memories, but really risen, really present in their midst. The 
Spirit of Jesus, manifest in the koinonia, the family of friends, was still alive even though 
Jesus had been crucified. 
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How are we to understand this? There is no other event in our field of experience with 
which to compare the resurrection. Although it transcends our capacity of 
comprehension, that does not make it any less true. The disciples were so convinced of its 
truth that they were willing to die for their faith- and they knew the type of death the 
Romans were likely to impose. But how to convey to others this reality which lies beyond 
the realm of ordinary experience, that was the question.

The earliest witness to the resurrection employed two graphic images. In one region of 
the early church, the image utilized was that of an empty tomb. It was said that the body 
of Jesus was buried and later the body came back to life and walked out of the tomb. We 
are told that the women went to anoint the body on the third day, only to find the stone 
rolled away and an angel sitting there, informing them that Jesus had risen. 

In another region of the early church a different image was used to convey the truth of the 
resurrection. Here we find “appearance” narratives wherein Jesus appears to various 
disciples, but the stories are confusing. For example, Jesus is described as meeting two 
disciples on the road, and even though he walks and talks with them, they do not 
recognize him. In another narrative, we read that he walks through the walls of the upper 
room like a ghost, but eats and drinks and can be physically touched.

The “empty tomb” narrative and the “appearance” narratives were the tools utilized by 
the earliest church in their attempt to make the resurrection of Jesus comprehensible to 
others. But these concepts are only tools. They point to the truth, but are not the truth. Put 
otherwise, if the bones of Jesus were still at Golgotha, having been picked clean by wild 
animals, the disciples would still have affirmed: he is risen! The meaning of the 
resurrection of Jesus is not that the tomb is empty, nor that a dead body came back to life. 
The meaning of the resurrection is that the triumph of evil on Good Friday was only an 
apparent victory and that the void is in fact overcome. Everything that Jesus said and did 
is vindicated by God, and therefore the disciples are empowered to continue in the new 
life initiated by Jesus.

Chapter Five: After the Resurrection

       A. How did Jesus return as Spirit?

As we have just seen, frightened and dismayed as they were, the disciples nevertheless 
embraced and comforted each other in the upper room, and something new began to 
happen. The course of events would seem so simple.  The realization gradually dawned 
on the disciples that Jesus was risen. They didn’t necessarily believe that a body had been 
resuscitated- that just wasn’t the point. The point was that Jesus was alive in their midst, 
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not just as a memory but somehow really alive and present, as we described in the 
previous section. What we need to underscore now is that it was the disciples’ presence to 
one another that enabled them to arrive at this awareness. Had they not rendezvoused in 
the upper room, had they individually left the city and returned each to their old life, they 
would never have overcome their dismay and disappointment. Without that very special 
mutual encouragement they offered one another, the new form of Jesus’ presence in their 
midst would not have been possible. Looking into each other’s eyes, embracing one 
another with both tear and fear, recalling the missing master: does it not make simple, 
human sense that new powers of perception and awareness were unleashed in and by 
their very togetherness?

It is of utmost significance that they decided to remain in Jerusalem, and not disperse to 
their former homes. It would have been easy for them to become disheartened and 
gradually drift back to the old ways of life, and thereby lose their faith. So they stayed 
together. It is true that the gospel of Matthew portrays them as going to Galilee, where 
Jesus had promised to meet them, but according to Luke-Acts they stayed in Jerusalem. 
The truth is that they did in fact continue their life together in the city. Whether they first 
went to Galilee and then returned is immaterial. We read in Luke-Acts that the risen Lord 
“commanded” them to remain in the city. That Jesus actually did this is most unlikely, but 
the passage makes it absolutely clear that the disciples realized full well that if they were 
to remain true to their Lord they had to stay together, and that Jerusalem was the place to 
be. It was in the continuing of their life together that the Spirit of Jesus would be in their 
company to inform their life and faith, continuing to give shape to the new life they had 
discovered in him.

We must take a little aside on the “Spirit”. If nothing else, use of the word or one of its 
variants is imprecise and confusing. With almost no accounting of what we mean, we 
speak of the “Spirit”, the “Spirit of God”, the “Holy Spirit”, the “Spirit of Christ”, etc. 
God is spirit, we are told, and we have become accustomed to think of a spirit that goes 
here and there, wherever it pleases, as the wind blows. This may be the case, but we must 
envision something quite different if we want to speak of the new spiritual presence of 
Jesus that now inhered in the family of friends. The Spirit of Christ described in the New 
Testament is not a wind that blows where it wills. It is, instead, a presence of God that is 
intimately and inescapably bound up with the community of believers. To be sure, the 
God who is present in all creation is spirit also, but this presence is of a different mode 
than that experienced in the community of disciples. It only confuses the issue to speak of 
the “Holy Spirit”. The spirit of God in creation is holy just as the spirit of God in the 
koinonia is holy, but they are of different modes. The basic Trinitarian formula, “Father, 
Son, and Holy Spirit” is also misleading, implying that somehow neither the Father nor 
the Son is spirit. 
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So let us simply say that after the resurrection the disciples found in their midst a new 
form of divine presence, a presence identified as the Spirit of Christ, and that this 
occurred in the upper room.

Our approach means that the whole notion of “Pentecost”, as found in the book of Acts, 
must be re-evaluated. Without going into the details, which are quite confusing, the basic 
motif of the Pentecost story is that the Holy Spirit magically descended out of the sky and 
landed on the disciples one day, all of this occurring long after Jesus had been crucified. 
To the contrary, if our analysis is correct, the spirit of the living Christ was present even 
as the disciples were gathered in the upper room. The spirit was with them even as they 
were discovering the resurrection. Indeed, the realization of the resurrection and the 
awareness of the spirit of Jesus among them are one and the same experience. Certainly 
this is how the gospel of John understands it when he writes, “…Jesus came and stood 
among them and said to them ‘receive the Holy Spirit’”. Gathering together, realizing the 
resurrection, becoming aware of the Spirit- these are all concomitant experiences. This is 
not to reduce the resurrection to the faith of the disciples, but it is to say that the new 
presence of Christ which the disciples experienced was a presence they found as they 
reached out to one another. The problem with the Pentecost motif, as described above, is 
that it totally divorces the power of the Spirit from the power of love between people. If 
the resurrection experience of the disciples tells us anything, it is that the Spirit of Christ 
is a loving, interpersonal phenomenon.

We can and do experience the presence of God anywhere and everywhere. However, we 
should not call this presence the Spirit of Christ, but rather the spirit of God as creator. 
Consider how the Trinitarian picture of God came to be. To begin with, the disciples 
discovered God in and through Jesus. This experience of God in and through Jesus was 
really their first awareness. Prior to that, they may have had glimpses of the divine reality, 
but they were fleeting and incomplete. Once their eyes were opened by Jesus, they began 
to see God’s presence in every experience of life- the sky, land, rocks, trees, birds, etc. 
This was the experience of God as Father, or Mother, or more precisely, as Creator, the 
second level of awareness. Thirdly, after the crucifixion, they came to know a further 
presence of God, which was the spirit of the resurrected Christ in the community of faith. 
One God, threefold presence. The Trinitarian understanding was a description of their 
encounter with God based on their experience, an understanding that became fully 
manifest when they reached out to one another in comfort and love in the upper room. 

       B. What happened to the early church?

There is a world of difference between what happened “immediately” after the 
resurrection, and what happened “shortly” after the resurrection. From sources in Luke-
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Acts, we postulate that the following describes what happened “immediately”. (Acts 
2:44-47)

“And all that believed were together,
And had all things in common;

And sold their possessions and goods,
and parted them to all,

as any had need.
And they, continuing daily with one accord…

Did eat their meat with gladness
And singleness of heart,

Praising God and having favor
with all people.”

The portrait of the young community given here by Luke is an image of both inspiration 
and envy. They shared meals, worshipped together, and had all things in common. 
Enveloped by gladness and singleness of heart, they were together both physically and 
spiritually. Actually, it was no different from what it was before, when Jesus was with 
them in the flesh. Only now, Jesus was with them in the spirit. We do not know the extent 
of this community or where it was located. What we do know is that it did not last. And 
therein lays the demise of the family of friends created by Jesus.

 It is sad to read this section in the book of Acts. The earliest community wanted to share 
with others the life-giving power they had received through Jesus, and so they told others 
the story of their Lord. Many heard what they had to say and some believed, becoming 
followers of the “Way”, as the new gospel was called. The community grew, and therein 
lays the tragedy. They hadn’t figured out how to grow in numbers and still retain the 
intimacy of their family unit. Serious problems emerged as their numbers grew.

1. The loving sharing of the earliest few degenerated into envy as one segment 
“murmured” that another segment was getting a bigger share of the distribution. 
A collection was now being taken, as opposed to direct sharing with friends and 
family. Furthermore, the group had become divided into at least two parties, the 
Hellenists and the Hebrews. “Now in these days when the disciples were 
increasing in number, the Hellenists murmured against the Hebrews because their 
widows were neglected in the daily distribution.” (Acts 6:1) How sad it must have 
been for the original group of disciples to witness the disintegration of the sense 
of family.

2. The common meal was transformed into a “serving of tables”. We’ve all been to 
meals that were small and intimate just as we’ve been to larger and less intimate 
banquets where tables were served. As the disciples grew in number so also the 
nature of their meals together began to change. “And the twelve summoned the 
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body of the disciples and said, ‘It is not right that we should give up preaching the 
word of God to serve tables.’” (Acts 6:2) Not only has the sharing of food by the 
koinonia family of friends become less personal and caring, but the waiters are 
resenting the job! This is sad and discouraging, especially since the waiters are the 
“apostles”.

3. It is most interesting that the male disciples are now considered to be the persons 
of primary importance. They alone are “apostles”. They alone are too important to 
partake of the very fellowship that was the source of their new life. It seems 
incredible that this could have happened. 

4. Acts 6:3 continues, “Therefore, brethren, pick out from among you seven men of 
good repute, full of the Spirit and of wisdom, whom we may appoint to this duty 
[the serving of tables].” The twelve apostles need to be relieved of certain duties 
so they can “devote themselves to prayer and the ministry of the word…” (Acts 
6:4) Here, then, we find the beginnings of a hierarchical, ecclesiastical 
organization wherein certain “duties” are seen as more important than others.

5. Next we read that seven such “deacons” were in fact chosen, and then, “these they 
set before the apostles, and they prayed and laid their hands upon them.” (6:7) 
Clearly, as the numbers increased, the question of authority assumed increasing 
importance. As differences of opinion arose, how were they to settle the issue? 
The general approach was that those who actually knew and walked with Jesus 
must know more about the Way. Furthermore, their knowledge and authority- 
especially the authority- must be regulated and controlled as it was passed from 
one generation or group to the next. This control was accomplished by the 
mechanical device called “the laying on of hands”, a process continued even 
today. Its purpose is to prevent “false prophets” from assuming control of the 
organization. Undoubtedly, the procedure provided order and prevented “false 
teaching”, but at what cost? The spirit of family is gone. Sharing and caring in 
love, previously the heart and soul of the community, has been lost to the 
exigencies of hierarchical control.  

6. If this weren’t discouraging enough, we read further, “And a great many of the 
priests were obedient to the faith.” (6:7) Without even going into the question of 
who the priests were, notice that personal relationships with Jesus and with one 
another has now become “obedience to the faith”. Once again, loving community 
has been lost. If we really love and care for one another, do we call it ‘obedience” 
to something external called the “faith”?

7. Lastly we must note that belief in magic has crept into the organization. 
Previously, personal and loving relationships had often generated healing as well 
as happiness. We now find that Peter’s shadow is thought to have healing power. 
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“…And more than ever believers were added to the Lord…so that they even 
carried out the sick into the streets, and laid them on beds and pallets, that as Peter 
came by at least his shadow might fall on some of them. “ (Acts 5:15) If only the 
apostle’s shadow fall on me, then I will be healed! How far we have come from 
those moments in the life of Jesus when the wholeness of his humanity in loving 
encounter provided the occasion for healing and faith. Superstition and belief in 
magic, often interpreted as signs of faith and religion, is really just the opposite of 
faith and community, requiring as they do absolutely no personal commitment or 
love. 

So there you have it, the demise of the koinonia family of friends. It is a very sad story, 
and it happened quite early on. As the little band with great enthusiasm began to spread 
the good news, they grew in number. As they grew, they lost their intimacy and became 
an institution, replete with ritual, organization, creed and priesthood. Had they been able 
to maintain the sense of family within the organization, the story might be quite different.   

****

In summary, Jesus gathered a family of friends. About 25 women and men, they lived and 
traveled together for about three years. The free and radical nature of their new life struck 
terror into the heart of the moralistic elders, who ultimately conspired to kill the leader of 
the group. Jesus was crucified, not for our sins, but because of our sin. The whole point 
of Jesus’ mission was not to perform some magical act of sacrifice to an angry God who 
needed to be appeased. It was, rather, to offer to the world a model of what it means to be 
human, and to empower people to live this new life. It succeeded, at least in part. After 
the crucifixion the community experienced among themselves the presence of Jesus as 
spirit, so much so that whatever fear they had for their lives was totally dissipated by 
their zeal to go public with the good news proclaimed in and by Jesus. Others looked and 
listened, and the little family grew. Unfortunately, as it grew, it lost the intimacy of being 
a family and became an institution with institutional problems. As a celibate, male 
hierarchy assumed control of the institution, the community changed forever. 

But, as we shall see later, the possibility is there for us to re-create the koinonia in our 
own lives today. The Spirit of Christ is alive and well. 
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Section Two: Characteristics Common to all People

Chapter One: Are we open-minded, rational persons?

The previous section was basically concerned with the story of Jesus and the disciples. 
Part two will change course a bit and seek to describe four dimensions of human life that 
seem to be generally true. There are two ways to approach such a task. One way is to 
make a statement and then qualify it a thousand times over so as to account for all 
variations and contingencies. The other way is to state a thesis clearly and boldly, 
allowing each reader to supply the variations and qualifications as they apply to their 
particular situation. I have chosen the latter approach, and hope that in striving for clarity 
I have not succumbed to oversimplification. As you read, therefore, decide for yourself if 
what is being proposed applies to you or not.  

The first universal human attribute that we look at, tangentially considered in the chapter 
on tolerance, pertains to the fact that we each create our own little world, and then crown 
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ourselves king or queen. A world filled with such royalty is not conducive to community 
and cooperation. Let me explain.

You and I are born into the world in a definite time and at a particular place, and in the 
course of life we all have a set of experiences unique to us. From the moment when our 
consciousness begins to develop, even before birth, our antennae to the environment are 
registering sensations of all sorts. As the information bombards us, our brain begins to 
classify and organize what previously was scattered and disjointed. It reaches out, 
engages the information coming from the “outside”, and takes an active role in creating 
order out of chaos. 

The net result of this process is that, as time goes on, a “frame of mind” develops that is 
unique to the individual. This frame of mind is quite encompassing in its reach and 
activity; it is not passive, as though the brain were a blank piece of paper upon which 
sensation writes its message. Our frame of mind creates a pattern whereby new 
experiences are analyzed, functioning as a filter through which approaching sensations 
and ideas must pass. This filter is a network of presuppositions, anticipations, memories 
and patterns that give shape and order to all incoming sensations. Of course, our frame of 
mind is affected by what we learn from the outside world. Sometimes the impact can be 
such that our perception of reality changes, and sometimes we utilize new experience to 
strengthen and reinforce what we already believe, right or wrong. 

This interpretive filter is unique to the individual. People may have comparable 
experience and may agree on many things, but no two such filters are identical. We each 
see the world through spectacles that cast a certain hue to reality. We can never be 
assured that we know anything the way it really is, but only as it appears to us. And the 
way it appears to us is partly determined by what we are able to see, what we want to see, 
and what we don’t want to see. As a result, our perception of everything is at some level 
distorted. Information constantly bombarding us is to some degree made to fit into certain 
pre-arranged patterns of interpretation, patterns shaped by our very limited experience. 
This happens whether we are aware of it or not.

This process can be summarized by saying that we all create our own world and crown 
ourselves king or queen. We shape reality into what we want it to be, making the world 
out there fit our expectations as best we can. Inasmuch as we all do this, we all live in 
different worlds. The process is not deliberate; it just happens. We all view the world 
through particularly shaded sunglasses, and we don’t even know it. 

This organizing function of the brain is a most natural process. As do most living 
creatures, we try –and need- to organize our environment, making the pieces fit together 
in some kind of order. We seek wholeness where there is fragmentation. We crave and 
also require structure in our life, the alternative being a privately disjointed universe. 
There is no evil intent: organization along with the accompanying distortion seems to be 
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just a natural process. There is, however, a further stage in this activity, and it is really 
this next step that seems neither inevitable nor desirable, but apparently is universal.

Inasmuch as our perception of the world is clearly relative to and based upon our 
situation in life, it would seem logical that we would be aware of this fact and that we 
would, therefore, expect our perception to be different from that of others. Furthermore, 
common sense would indicate that we would want to understand what other people see 
and think, that we would want to enter into dialogue with them, so that we might 
understand their point of view, and thereby broaden our own perspective.

Exactly the opposite, however, seems to be the case. Instead of realizing our relativity, we 
absolutize our own position and think that matters are and must be the way we perceive 
them to be. We come to believe that our own little world is the real world, and it is not. 
Instead of understanding that others live in a different world perception, we seem always 
to expect that they ought to experience reality the same way that we do. The net result is 
that instead of seeking to understand the other’s point of view, we find it difficult if not 
impossible to accept the fact that they see things differently.

Now the question is: why are we blind to our own relativity? Why do we absolutize our 
own position? To answer that question, let’s look at some evidence from psychology and 
religious mythology that points to the conclusion that although we think we can 
overcome our own blindness, the fact is that it is extremely difficult, if not impossible to 
do so.

Let’s begin with some insight from the field of cognitive neuroscience. Michael 
Gazzaniga, an expert in the field, in a book called Mind Matters inquires how mind and 
brain interact to create our conscious life. His basic thesis is that there are two processes 
going on in our head. One is the functioning of the brain, where in the chemical-electrical 
synapses various neural transmitters are performing their assigned function. There is, 
secondly, what Gazzaniga refers to as the mind, representing the human being’s 
inevitable tendency to organize and interpret whatever is happening to it. The essence of 
“mind” is interpretation- organizing, filtering, codifying, creating order out of chaos. The 
author illustrates his theory in many contexts, and we shall consider two- pain and 
agoraphobia. 

We might automatically assume that if something is painful to me, it will also be painful 
to you, but that is not necessarily the case. When something happens to me, the 
sensations travel along the nerves to the brain where certain synapses fire and register 
something. That which is registered may trigger within me a memory of a time (this is 
purely hypothetical) when I “hurt” myself and my mother came to me with tender 
consolation and comfort. Perhaps I even got an ice cream out of the deal. The “painful” 
sensations, therefore, were rewarded in many ways. So today, when those sensations 
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occur again and reach my brain, my mind the interpreter says, “This was a pretty good 
thing in the past. If I register “pain” now, I may be rewarded.”

Someone else’s experience of the same sensation could be entirely different. Perhaps 
there was no ice cream, no mother, and suppose this person was a member of a guerilla 
band, hiding in the mountains and fighting a revolution. When the sensation of this 
particular “pain” reached the brain, there was no consolation and no reward. On the 
contrary, there was only gritting of teeth and an attempt to do away with the pain so that 
he could carry on the war. So today, when this same sensation comes along, he might not 
register any pain at all from the interpretive perspective. The meaning attached to pain is 
supplied by the interpreter in our brain, such that different people will experience the 
“same” painful event differently.

The second example is that of agoraphobia, fear of public places. Again, this is purely 
hypothetical. Suppose you are in a movie theatre and you begin to have an uncontrollable 
coughing fit, almost to the point of choking. You are forced to leave, disturbing others in 
the process. The next time you go to the movies there is a fear that this could happen 
again. Your brain, functioning as interpretive mind, has associated uncontrollable 
coughing fits with the theatre. Were the event to recur, the event might now be 
understood as cause and effect, such that you begin to believe that if you do go to the 
theatre, you will in fact have a coughing fit. As time goes on, perhaps the interpreter will 
wonder if going to the supermarket will have the same effect as the theater. Perhaps there 
you would choke to death.

There is a dialogue between the initial event and the interpretation of that event. There is 
an inevitable tendency on the part of human beings to organize their environment and to 
create a perception that is based only in part on the real world “out there”. The second the 
interpretation is added to the event, well…it’s just like putting on that pair of sunglasses. 
What we see is no longer what is necessarily out there, but rather a combination of the 
event and our interpretation of it. This is how we become blind to our own relativity. It is 
extremely difficult, if not impossible, for us to see that our interpretation of the event is 
not actually part of the event itself.

This difficulty appears even at the most basic level of sensation. If we are subjected to the 
same sensation over and over again, our reaction to it will decline. The strength of the 
registering synapse diminishes with repetition. Hold something in your hand long 
enough, and you become unaware of its presence. Our location in time, therefore, affects 
our sensory capability. 

The same is true with respect to our location in space. Take a gray square and surround it 
with white on the one hand, and surround it with black on the other, and note that the 
brightness of the gray square will seem to change, depending on whether it is surrounded 
by white or by black. So the spatial location of the origin of a sensation, as well as the 
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repetition of that sensation through time, affects how it registers with us. The fact is that I 
am here and you are there. You are experiencing the event from one coordinate in the 
space-time continuum, and I from another. We might assume that we would have 
identical experience of the same event, but we do not. Not even on the level of basic 
sensation.

Emmanuel Kant was one of the first philosophers to warn us that we don’t experience 
reality as it is in itself, and that all we have is our experience of it. It was Kant also who 
first told us that there are two “categories” that the mind brings to sensation- those of 
space and time. Modern psychology, in analyzing the sensory process, is confirming what 
Kant hypothesized centuries ago: simple sensation is subject to different registerings in 
different minds with regard to differences in space and time. The spatial and temporal 
location of both the observer and the observed impact the observer’s experience. 

The difficulty of separating our experience of an event from the event itself is also 
apparent if one considers perception. Sensation tells us something is red. Perception adds 
to it the shape, and now calls it an apple. In perception, we organize data, throw in some 
past experience, and come up with something we can deal with.  And, as always, what we 
come up with depends on who we are!

For example, suppose we hear a loud noise in the sky. If we have been subjected to aerial 
bombardment in a war zone for years, a loud sound in the sky could be a bomber, 
creating fear and a desire to hide. On the contrary, someone who has lived in the Rockies  
has memories of storms coming over the mountains. Although such a brute force of 
nature is not to be taken lightly, it can also be a time of great excitement and perhaps joy. 
A loud noise in the heavens could be either a moment of terror or one of joy, depending 
on who we are.

There are many other insights from psychology which support our thesis that we create 
our own little world and crown ourselves monarch. Consider memory, which is quite 
selective. The past is reconstructed with great distortion, especially when encouraged by 
a group. Because remembering is not a simple process, it is against judicial propriety to 
lead the witness, for in leading the witness, the question supplies a piece of information 
that had not yet been established. The prosecutor may say something like, “Tell me about 
the man who was walking down the street”, when it had not yet been established that it 
was a man, but only a person. If the witness is led into assuming that is was a man, then 
the reconstruction of the past will indeed begin to work with the concept of a man. It 
wouldn’t be long before the witness would swear on a stack of bibles that it was a man 
walking down the street.

Another insight from psychology is a process called confirmation bias. This refers to the 
fact that we are always seeking to support and give credence to what we already believe, 
and that we very seldom look for evidence that will prove us wrong. We want to be 
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confirmed in what we already believe because we have that innate tendency we see so 
often to bring order out of chaos, and not chaos out of order- whether it be wrong or right.

Let us add lastly that Freud has shown that all of us operate with defense mechanisms, 
one of which is repression. Oftentimes we cannot deal with our relationships with other 
people, and rather than allowing our life to become disrupted, we push these difficulties 
down into our subconscious. Such repressed feelings and emotions are always with us, 
whether we realize it or not, and mostly, we do not. We come to reality not only with our 
conscious mind, but with our subconscious as well, quite active and filled with all sorts of 
presuppositions and attitudes. We bring a hidden agenda to every event, an agenda of 
which we are totally unaware. 

A second defense mechanism is rationalization. We already know what we want to do, so 
we very creatively dream up “reasons” why it’s the right thing to do, even though there 
may be no just cause for believing and acting as we do. Rationalization is the opposite of 
reasoning, which is logical. Rationalization is illogical, but takes on the façade of reason.

So, from all these examples, from pure sensation which one would expect to be free from 
distortion, to defense mechanisms at the other end of the spectrum, which are obviously 
filled with distortion, we have evidence over and over again, that we do in fact absolutize 
our position, that we do not realize that we are relative to our own history, and that we 
automatically assume that other people will see things exactly as we do. 

This clearly happens on a social as well as an individual level. If it is true that we all have 
our own shade of sunglasses, it is also true that various hues can be grouped into reds, 
grays, yellows, etc. Persons who share a culture are apt to have more in common with 
each other than they would with persons from another culture. The same is generally true 
of those who share the same class, status, role, or gender. Groups share perceptions of 
reality, despite the fact that each person will see it uniquely.

Lastly, in seeking to understand why it is that we distort reality and absolutize our 
position, we look at one of the classics of religious mythology, the story of Adam and Eve 
in the garden of Eden. From the Hebrew bible we read:

Now the serpent was more subtle than any other wild creature that the Lord God had 
made. He said to the woman, “Did God say, ‘You shall not eat of any tree in the 
garden?’” And the woman said to the serpent, “We may eat of the fruit of the trees of the 
garden; but God said, ‘You shall not eat of the fruit of the tree which is in the midst of the 
garden, neither shall you touch it, lest you die.’” But the serpent said to the woman, “You 
will not die. For God knows that when you eat of it your eyes will be opened, and you 
will be like God, knowing good and evil.” So when the woman saw that the tree was 
good for food, and that it was a delight to the eyes, and that the tree was desired to make 
one wise, she took of its fruit and ate; and she also gave some to he husband, and he ate. 
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Then the eyes of both were opened, and they knew that they were naked; and they sewed 
fig leaves together and made themselves aprons.

And they heard the sound of the Lord God walking in the garden in the cool of the day, 
and the man and his wife hid themselves from the presence of the Lord God among the 
trees of the garden. But the Lord God called to the man, and said to him, “Where are 
you?” And he said, “I heard the sound of thee in the garden, and was afraid because I was 
naked; and I hid myself.” He said, “Who told you that you were naked? Have you eaten 
of the tree which I commanded you not to eat?” The man said, “The woman thou gavest 
to be with me, she gave me fruit of the tree, and I ate.”

To begin with, this story is a myth, and not a statement of historical fact. Eve, Adam, the 
tree, and the serpent, are symbolic. The writer, whom we call the Yahwist, was a faithful 
and intelligent analyst of the relationship between God and humankind. S/He relates this 
narrative in order to describe some fundamental dimensions of human life. Further, as we 
shall see, both the divine prohibition and the temptation of the serpent represent a 
dialogue that Eve is having with herself. Some cosmic force of evil, embodied in a satan, 
now manifest as a serpent, is not the cause of human corruption. There are only three 
characters on stage here: woman, man, and God.

The scene opens with Eve, apparently alone in the midst of the garden, pondering her 
existence. Adam may have been there, but plays no role in Eve’s deliberations. She is 
alone. Eve is caught in the paradox of a strange prohibition: that which is forbidden is 
also most desirable. Consider the circumstances: the tree of which humans are not to eat 
is the tree of the “the knowledge of good and evil”. The phrase in Hebrew does not 
denote a moral awareness of good and evil, but rather a full and practical knowledge of 
all matters, from right to left, top to bottom, front to back, good to evil. In other words, 
the tree and its fruit represent total knowledge of the full range of human experience. 

It is commonly assumed at this point that eating the fruit made Adam and Eve “like” 
God, and that God, in turn, for some unknown reason having forbidden knowledge to 
them, now cast them out of the garden. This interpretation, however, is not without great 
difficulty. In the first place, could the Yahwist actually have believed that full knowledge 
was or is attainable by human beings? This is doubtful. Secondly, why would God 
prohibit such knowledge, which is not morally bad, but simply extensive? Such a 
prohibition is inconsistent with the previously given divine command to have dominion 
over the creation, a dominion which, if exercised properly, would require the “knowledge 
of good and evil”.

It is impossible that anyone could know and experience everything, even in a state of 
innocence. The act of eating the fruit, therefore, does not symbolize that Eve attained full 
knowledge, but that she now acted as if she did. She was no wiser at all. One moment 
Adam and Eve are innocently open to their environment. The next, they are imposing on 
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their environment their own artificial world-views. It is an existential transition that 
symbolizes the loss of contact with the real world, and the enclosure of Eve and Adam in 
artificial worlds of their own construction. Eve, alone and pondering her existence, 
represents a fateful transition from innocent openness to the world to the creation of a 
little world with Eve as ruler. Her transition is our transition, the end result is our result: 
we shape reality to suit our taste. We make reality fit.

In this sense, the serpent was absolutely correct: to eat of the tree will make you believe 
you are all-wise. But sadly, of course, we are not. Humankind’s temptation is to assume 
that our experience is all experience, that our little world is the real world. The temptation 
is inescapable; we are created tempted. The problem is that we give in to the temptation. 
Having given in, dire consequences follow. We lose peace with ourselves: Eve and Adam 
are ashamed. We lose our openness to the universe: they hide when they hear God 
coming. We lose our respect and love for one another: Adam puts the blame on Eve. 
Lastly, we lose our harmony with the earth and its creatures: Eve blames the serpent. The 
consequence of fitting reality to our pattern is the total disordering of human life.

The story of Eve and Adam, then, underscores the fact that we universalize on the basis 
of our solitary existence. The human being, symbolically incarnate in Eve’s solitary and 
fateful decision, becomes encapsulated in their own little world. 

So you see there is no tree and God has not forbidden the pair to eat of it. What we have 
is the Yahwist describing a dichotomy of human existence, a pulling in two directions. On 
the one hand, there is the desire to be all-wise, tempted not by the devil, not by God, but 
just by the conditions of life itself. We want order. We want things to fit, so much so, that 
we would impose order where there is no order. We create our own world. On the other 
hand, we ought to know better! This is where the divine prohibition plays its role. We 
ought to realize that our experience is limited. We ought to realize that our mind is 
shaping experience to fit preconceived notions. But we don’t. We are inclined to give in 
to the temptation.

Surprisingly, it was Eve’s very desire for fulfillment that caused her downfall. Rightfully 
seeking wholeness and meaning in life, she mistakenly begins to fit everything into her 
little world, thereby losing touch with reality. We want to be whole, but our experience is 
limited and fragmented, so we try to encompass everything in our framework, and in the 
process become closed in upon ourselves. Amazingly, the root cause of human corruption 
is not the pride of “trying to be like God”, which would only call for further clarification. 
Nor is it sex, or the devil, or even predestination by a whimsical god. It is, rather, our 
very struggle to be human which causes our inhumanity. We create the void because we 
seek fulfillment. It is our search for wholeness and happiness that is the cause of our 
undoing because the search takes a wrong turn and we begin to absolutize.
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Finally, we must underscore that Eve’s downfall was precipitated neither by the serpent 
nor by the fruit, for the temptation was always there. Rather, it was the fact that she was 
alone that facilitated her giving in to the temptation. Whether or not Adam was 
physically present is immaterial. The point is that he had no function in the existential 
deliberations of his partner. Eve, alone, ate. Then Adam. They did not correct one 
another. They were not critical of one another. The Fall, it would seem, was precipitated 
by one person being ethically absent from the other. Mythically represented in the story 
of Adam and Eve in the garden of Eden is the fact that in the struggle of life, human 
beings cannot stand alone. Striving for wholeness, without the lovingly corrective or 
supportive presence of another, we fabricate a oneness that does not exist. We create a 
view of reality that seems good, but does not correspond to the way things actually are. 
The fruit is eaten. Alone one falls. The absence of human beings one to another, the loss 
of loving community, is the ultimate source of the misery we impose on one another as 
we fall into the void.  

Let us be absolutely clear: worlds can change. We are capable of learning, of expanding 
our horizons, of challenging our own assumptions. But we should also be clear that no 
matter how much progress we make in this endeavor, we never reach the end of the road. 
The consequences of the fall will always be with us. This means, first of all, that we must 
constantly guard against being judgmental. We are always fitting experience into our 
mould and casting dispersion upon those who disagree.

It means, secondly, that communication between people is cast under a shadow. True 
dialogue, wherein participants are truly open to hear and learn, requires a self-awareness 
and confidence that is often wanting. We use words, for example, assuming that others 
will hear them as we intend they be heard. Such, however, is not always the case. Recent 
studies, for example, show that men and women view reality differently, attaching 
different meanings to the same word. 

A third consequence of living in little worlds is that the creative process is thwarted. If we 
are not open to seeing things in a new way, then our creativity is very limited. Always 
thinking within the box, the options outside are hidden from view.

The extreme case of living in an isolated world is psychosis. In this disease, as in 
agoraphobia, the interpreter in our brain gets carried away and literally creates a reality 
that initially may have had contact with the actual world, but now has a life all its own. 

Psychotic or not, the creation of our little world, with all the psychological overtones, 
implies that we have lost our freedom to think in an unfettered manner. We have all kinds 
of mental baggage with which we distort our perception, making us prejudiced and 
provincial. We are able to decide whether we want sugar in our coffee or not. But we are 
not really free to sense and perceive and understand and think about the world in a way 
that is devoid of presuppositions and mental sets. If the insights from psychology and 
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religious mythology are correct, it is impossible to live totally without a little world. 
Furthermore, we might add that if our interpretation of the Eden myth is accurate, then 
the only possibility for sustained growth would lie in the development of community. 

Chapter Two: What are those special moments?

Like a dark shadow, our world follows us wherever we go, growing perhaps lighter as we 
learn and grow, but never completely overcome- except when it vanishes all at once, 
totally and surprisingly, only to return all too soon. These experiences, when our little 
world is instantaneously overcome and invalidated, we shall refer to as moments. The 
easiest way to understand this second characteristic of human beings is to look at some 
possible situations. For example:

You laugh uncontrollably.
You become totally absorbed in the fury of a thunderstorm. 
You are shocked by a pitiful and pleading beggar on a city street.
You discover that a friend has just died, and cannot restrain the tears.
A baby smiles at you, and you reflexively smile back.
You suddenly realize the solution to your problem.
 
The list goes on and on. Every event in our life has the potential to become a moment. 
These are times when we are not analyzing a situation or thinking about an experience, 
but rather simply living the experience. It is something that happens to us, rather than it 
being the result of our intention. We are basically passive and not active, whole and not 
divided, being at one with ourselves and what is happening to us. In the moment we 
overcome distinctions between ourselves and our experience, not by flying through space 
and occupying the same place, but by experiencing directly rather than thinking about 
experiencing. For example, you hear some good music and start tapping your feet. 
Subconsciously, your body begins to internalize the rhythm. The event was not 
deliberate; it just happened. In all such events, we are enveloped in a total experience that 
shatters our private little world. In them we overcome divisions and find a unity not only 
within ourselves, but also with our experience. There is no hidden agenda, be it conscious 
or subconscious. We are really all there. And it can happen any time, any place, in 
conjunction with anything.  

You can’t make it happen. You cannot get out of bed in the morning and decide you will 
have a moment or two that day. It’s something that happens to us. On the other hand, you 
can be receptive. We can be open to moments, even though we can’t make them happen. 
The most self-centered person you can imagine can be invaded by a moment at any time, 
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but it would seem that a person who is open and receptive will experience many more 
moments than a person who is not. 

Popular advice these days is to “live in the moment”, which means to do what you’re 
doing to the fullest now. The past is gone, so don’t live there, and the future has yet to 
come, so don’t live there. It should be clear that this advice has nothing to do with 
moments as we describe them. They are two distinct phenomena.

Not only are we incapable of making moments happen, we are also incapable of making 
them last. Moments come and moments go. Why? Why do we lose the moment? The 
answer to that, quite simply, is because our world re-establishes its hold over us. In its 
gentlest form, this means that we just start thinking about other things. The fury of the 
storm abates, and we go back to whatever we were doing prior to its arrival. The baby 
smiles, you smile back… and then she cries!

But our world also regains its control by doing what it does so well: it fits the experience 
into categories it has already created. We don’t like intrusions, so we tuck them away on 
the “correct” mental shelf, maintaining our sense of order- even at the cost of accuracy. 
So, for example, you are encountered by a beggar on the street and your world is 
momentarily shattered, but pretty soon the experience is fit into your interpretive 
framework. “Oh, yes, starting tomorrow I really must do something about poverty…” 
One minute you are lost in the intensity of a thunderstorm, experiencing a moment, the 
next minute you are comparing the storm to others you have seen, analyzing, 
comparing…We do not like to be out of control: our world regains its footing and the 
moment is lost.

Lest we fail to appreciate the significance of moments invading worlds, think of 
Siddharta Gautama, the Buddha-to-be. He was a young prince, isolated from the world by 
a father who wanted to protect his son from experiencing the misery of life. But one day, 
as he was looking out the window, he saw a sick person, and suddenly realized that 
people could become ill. Another day, while looking out the window, he saw an old 
person, and realized that his young, handsome, and princely body would not always be 
the way it was. And again he looked out and saw a person who had died, becoming aware 
of death for the first time. In the fourth experience of looking out the window, he saw a 
monk who had dedicated himself to searching for the truth. These experiences, be they 
historical or mythological, point to moments in life when the Buddha-to-be realized he 
was living in a dark mental cave, and vowed to seek enlightenment.

Great moments in history have been formative not only in the history of Buddhism, but 
for Christianity as well. We read in the New Testament book of Acts about a person 
named Stephen, who became a follower of Jesus shortly after the crucifixion, and was 
soon stoned to death because of his faith in Jesus. As Stephen was being stoned, Paul, 
soon to become the greatest Christian missionary of all time, was standing at a short 
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distance witnessing the event. Paul was educated and trained in Jewish law, and because 
of his absolute devotion to the Jewish religion, he was a relentless persecutor of 
Christians. After the stoning, Paul was en route to Damascus, purportedly to arrest more 
disciples of Jesus, when he had an experience of light in the sky and became blind and 
disoriented. Paul wrote later that this was, for him, an encounter with risen Christ. There 
is no doubt that as Paul was watching Stephen being executed, and as Paul was 
experiencing his own persecution of these Christians, some extremely powerful forces 
were at work within him that later manifested themselves in a literal, physical blindness 
as well as a disorientation about who he was. Paul’s world had been invaded in a 
moment, and the real world would never be the same.

Not all moments are earth-shattering, but they are all important because they have the 
power to change our lives, to open our minds, to see life in a new way. Perhaps the 
greatest help in both overcoming worlds as well as enhancing receptivity to moments is 
community, to which we now turn.

Chapter Three: Do we need one another, or can we go it alone?

In addition to worlds and moments, community is another seemingly universal 
characteristic of human beings. The social dimension of our existence is manifest on at 
least three inter-connected levels, all of which are relational processes and not static 
states of being. First of all, and quite simply, we are social creatures who need to relate to 
other people in order to function like a human being. Perhaps you have heard of the so-
called wolf boy who was discovered in France at the age of ten or so. It was believed that 
he had been raised by wolves. He ate on all fours and sniffed as they do. He couldn’t 
speak, couldn’t relate to other people, and, despite attempts to socialize him, he remained 
essentially unchanged. It is possible, of course, that he suffered from a genetic defect or 
brain damage or perhaps was psychotic. Or it is possible that his behavior was a result of 
his failure to relate to other human beings during the formative years.

This deleterious effect of failing to relate has been shown in studies with monkeys that 
were raised in total isolation. Solitary and confined to a cage, they saw not one living 
thing, not even the hand that fed them. Monkeys that had lived that way for a year or so 
then had another monkey put in with them, and they had absolutely no idea how to relate. 
They could not perform sexually, and most distressingly, when they were artificially 
inseminated and gave birth, they could not relate to their own babies in a nurturing way. 
Instead, some of them bit their offspring, hit them, threw them around, and even killed 
them. We are not monkeys. Nevertheless, we are primates, and it would not be too far 
afield to assume that our behavior might be similar to that of the monkeys. If we were 
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brought into this world and never had the opportunity to relate to another human being, 
we ourselves could easily become less than human.

From a positive point of view, even hour-old babies in hospital nurseries have the need 
and the capacity to empathize with others. When they hear other babies crying, they too 
will chime in and cry with the others for whom they feel affinity. It seems we have an 
innate bond with other humans. Not only that, but being with persons who care for us is a 
key element in our very survival. Studies show that people who have a strong network of 
family and friends actually live longer than those who don’t. Participating in such a 
supportive community reduces stress, enhances well-being, provides a purpose for living 
and offers us hope and goodwill. 

Such community, however crucial to our wellbeing, is not to be taken for granted. In our 
society, women outlive men by an average of seven years. One of the reasons for this 
extraordinary difference, it is thought, is that women have either learned or innately know 
how to relate more easily and more openly. They are better able to live with others in a 
nurturing fashion. Caring for and giving of oneself for the sake of others seems to be a 
key ingredient for long life.   

 The second level of community relates to the fact that moments cast our world in relief, 
and that other persons are very adept at creating such challenges for us. People encounter, 
speak critically, and challenge us, thereby enabling us at least momentarily to become 
liberated from the world within which we are encased. The importance of human 
encounter at this level cannot be over-emphasized, and that is why, paradoxically, we fear 
it so much. We don’t like to be challenged. We are safe and secure in the world of our 
making, and we resent the threat. So we live with this dialectic: we need to relate to other 
people, and yet we are also afraid that they may be critical of us. We need to have our 
worlds challenged and overcome, but it is a most painful process. 

 Painful, but enlightening. Here’s where the third social dimension enters the picture. Not 
to be seen in isolation from the other two, it is the fact that we need to share our journey 
with some others in a sharing, caring, comforting, and loving way. Such community 
embraces a process in which people reach out to one another and provide a caring context 
for the enjoyment of a more loving and enlightened life. 

There are various elements that comprise such community. To begin with, albeit to 
varying degrees, members share a common mythology and history. There have been 
common events in which all participate, either physically or psychologically, just as there 
is a common journey into the future. Persons in community with one another join 
together holding hands and walk a shared path toward an envisioned horizon. There is a 
sense of mission, purpose, and direction about the life together, and this instills a sense of 
passion as well. Basic to the whole picture is a pervasive trust. Trusting one another 
means that we have overcome our fear of one another. This, in turn, means that the 
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various defenses that we have created to protect our egos can gradually be dismantled, 
enabling us to dare to risk being wrong. It is very difficult to risk being the fool when you 
feel you have to protect yourself against others in a competitive situation. But where 
there is a feeling of community and trust instead of fear and defense, it becomes possible 
to risk being wrong, and that includes the risk to be creative. Without trust in community, 
there can ultimately be no creativity, and both risk-taking and creativity are essential to 
the fulfillment that we all seek as we try to run the void out of our lives.

Where there is trust, there is also communication. Given a loving context, there is a 
constant interplay wherein our private worlds are always in the process of being 
overcome. They come under constant attack, whether directly or indirectly, and we 
continually become more aware of the relativity of all points of view. In loving 
community there is also greater openness to the future. We cannot make moments 
happen, but we can be more open to them, and that certainly is a benefit of living in 
community. 

As we have said, these three elements of community are not to be separated, nor are they 
to be seen as static entities. We need others just to learn the basics of being human. We 
need others to encounter the false pretense of our world. And we need to belong to a 
group of loving people with whom we feel a bond of vision and direction. Along with 
worlds and moments, community seems to be an essential dimension of human life.

Chapter Four: Why are some days better than others?

Worlds, moments, and community come in all different combinations and assortments. 
As those who create worlds, experience moments, and share community, every day of our 
life is unique and defies definition. There may be some who have totally dismantled their 
world, experience continuous moments, and who belong to a completely loving 
community, just as there may be some who are totally locked into their limited 
perception, have no moments, and  are completely alone. Most of us fall in the middle 
somewhere, and even in the middle, we oscillate back and forth. It’s almost as if every 
minute the road forks before us. Going in one direction we can be open, creative, 
positive, and in the other, closed, unimaginative, and negative. And back and forth we go. 

            Given this seeming oscillation in the everyday of our life, most, if not all, of us, at  
some point and at some level, ask a very basic question: Why am I here? What is the 
purpose of my life? The question often manifests itself as the feeling that something is 
missing in our life, and we’re not even sure what it is. As St. Augustine put it seventeen 
hundred years ago: “Our hearts are restless…” The human being has within its breast a 
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yearning for fulfillment and meaningfulness, characteristics more easily recognized by 
their absence than their presence. Words that describe the phenomenon are hard to find, in 
part because each of us experiences the yearning in differing ways and to varying 
degrees, but the reality is not thereby diminished. We’re talking about life and not just 
existence, fulfillment and not just going through the motions, passion and not boredom. 
It’s the difference between the fullness of life, and the void.  

The feeling of emptiness that accompanies the void is very uncomfortable. We really do 
want to be all that we can be. The army has the yearning right but the solution wrong. 
The full quote from Augustine reads: “Our hearts are restless, O Lord, until we find our 
rest in Thee.” To be all that we can be, for us just as for the disciples of Jesus, requires an 
awakening that begins with the discomfort created when we begin to dismantle the little 
world we have created for ourselves. We don’t like that, preferring to believe that we 
know it all, just as Eve. We need to become enlightened, but find the darkness more 
familiar and safe. The irony is that even as we choose darkness, we yearn for the light, 
and even as we refuse to be awakened, we know that life is passing us by. Faced with this 
conflict that torments the foundations of our very being, we create a multitude of escape 
mechanisms. What we do is to take an essential part of life and use it to coat over the 
uneasiness that lies beneath, and we do it on a grand scale. One could argue that the 
culture and economy of America today is built upon our demands for escapes from the 
void. 

One such mechanism is escaping into work. Work, in and of itself, can be very fulfilling. 
But when it becomes an obsession, it is nothing more than an escape, an attempt to run 
away from the emptiness we feel by filling our time with busy-ness so that we do not 
have to confront directly the question of meaning. 

Some of us escape in play, which no more than work is bad in and of itself. But play, 
whether it be team sports, gasoline powered vehicles, or extreme sports, can become a 
façade that covers the uneasiness we feel inside, an uneasiness of which we may be 
consciously unaware.

Routine can be an escape. If you do the same thing day after day, you pretty much don’t 
have to think about it anymore.

Television, of course, is the escape par excellence. Pure, total, passive entertainment. 
There is one development and one discovery that pertain particularly to this escape from 
the void. The development is that of so-called reality television. We can now live 
vicariously, not in soap operas, sitcoms, or drama, but in episodes that portray the actual 
life of real people. Our own life has become so empty, the void so all-encompassing, that 
television becomes our link to reality. The discovery is that we tend to believe that, after a 
hard day’s work, we need to sit in front of the tube and relax. The fact of the matter, as 
indicated by psychological experiment, is that instead of relaxing us, television actually 
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puts us more on edge. This is a rather interesting phenomenon because it indicates that at 
some level of our being we realize that what we think is entertainment and relaxation is 
nothing more than escape.

Possibly on a par with television as the premier escape route, is the accumulation of 
possessions. Shopping. We literally spend our time seeing what’s on sale. Of course, we 
Americans do buy some things that we need, but… The powers behind the Bush 2 White 
House are devilishly clever: when the economy is in a slump, tell the American consumer 
that shopping is the patriotic thing to do, and it’s the best way we can help the world. 
Begin with a void escape mechanism, add a dash of patriotism and a bit of altruism to the 
recipe, and, voila, we are further away from our humanity than ever before.

The list goes on. Indeed, any activity in our society can function as an escape from the 
void: self-indulgence, climbing the career ladder, retiring…and war. As we hear the 
marching of stomping boots, the drums drumming and sabres rattling, as emotions are 
piqued, our leaders telling us that we are taking the moral high ground while we trample 
the enemy underground, it becomes clear that war can also be an attempt to fill the void. 
When the tanks roll and the planes bomb - and we see it all on television now - it’s the 
ultimate reality show during which we no longer hear that little voice deep within that’s 
telling us that our life is not all it can be. 

It’s so easy for us to go to war, but so difficult to end. Striving in every way to fill the 
void, it is frightening to give up the filler, no matter how horrible that filler may be. 
Indeed, the more horrible, the more captivating.

The void of which we have been speaking is not just a psychological phenomenon, 
originating in our psyche and heading outward, but is also, in part, a social phenomenon, 
composed of external influences that come to us from society at large. There is, of course, 
a dynamic interplay between the psychological and the sociological realities.

Poverty-stricken people are the first to realize the impact that society can have on us. 
Having to worry about simple survival, much less thinking about careers and cars, poor 
people easily become demoralized and lose hope. This is not to imply, however, that 
removing the threat of non-survival will overcome the personal void. Physically 
speaking, wealth is better than poverty, but wealth in itself is not the answer to one’s 
search for fulfillment. 

Of the six billion or so that inhabit this planet, most of us are living in abject poverty and 
misery. We have seen pictures of starving children, literally nothing more than skin and 
bones, we have seen horror stories of drought-stricken areas of the world with decimated 
populations, and we have seen how inept the rest of us are at helping these people. It 
seems as if we cannot function like human beings when it comes to helping our sisters 
and brothers. All of us, we hope, develop a sense of basic human decency and 
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responsibility towards these billions unnecessarily tormented by the same life that so 
many of us find satisfying. What happens, inevitably it would seem, is that we are caught 
in a guilt trap. No matter what we do and no matter how hard we try, it is never enough. 
Deep-rooted feelings of frustration and guilt intensify our feeling of the void. Our lives 
are not fulfilled while others starve. 

War, in addition to being an escape, is also an external influence that supports and 
strengthens our feeling of the void. We used to talk about the psychological impact that 
the threat of nuclear annihilation had upon us. The sad truth is that that threat is still very 
real. All of us live with the realization that at any moment life as we know it could end on 
this planet.

If we consider the impact we ourselves have had on the environment we discover that 
ecologically we are a threat to our own survival, and the feeling of void is strengthened.

Terrorism further adds to our feelings of insecurity, fear, and emptiness. 

But even if we set aside war, terror, and environmental pollution, the very structure of our 
society itself, instead of guaranteeing life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, enhances 
our sense that we are living in a void. To begin with, we are not in control of our own 
destiny. Our lives are in the hands of the controlling movers and shakers of the financial 
world, those who control interest rates, oil prices, food quality, medical care 
availability….not to mention corporate players who leave town in search of more easily 
exploitable labor elsewhere. Although it is always possible to rally public opinion and 
create change, for the most part we are powerless to affect our own destiny.

From the structural level of government and bureaucracy, we are no more than a statistic. 
An opinion poll, sampling perhaps five hundred representative spokespersons, tells us 
who we are and how we think. “Unemployment went up two per cent. Twenty per cent of 
teenage girls contemplate suicide.” It seems to be a case of dehumanization by numbers, 
whereby we lose our sense of identity and the possibility of fulfillment.

 And, of course, if patterns can be described and predicted, they can also be manipulated. 
Before Bush 1 was ready to build up the army in Saudi Arabia to invade Iraq, they had to 
find a rationale that the American voters would accept. So they took a poll, asking people 
what would be a good reason for an invasion. Once you have that answer, you can use it 
to justify your action. If it lacks basis in fact, fabricate. That certainly is what Bush 2 did 
with respect to weapons of mass destruction in the second Iraq war. The point here is not 
political critique, but rather understanding the impact that such manipulation has on our 
personal self-respect. Being duped is not helpful as we seek to find meaning in our life.

Being duped pertains not only to big lies perpetuated on an unsuspecting public, but also 
to the daily bombardment of staged untruths, not only on the part of government and 
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politicians, but from corporations as well. Given the impression that all Iraqis cheered as 
Saddam’s statue was toppled, we now know that it was a staged event, perhaps a 
thousand demonstrators present, the area cordoned off by US tanks and infantry. Political 
rallies are events staged for the television audience. Five hundred hand picked supporters 
smilingly applaud in a small auditorium, while five thousand protest outside, the former 
televised, the latter lost to history. We must realize that the forces that have the political 
and economic power also have the power to shape our mind and to project an image of 
reality that they want us to accept. It becomes difficult for us to differentiate truth from 
falsehood. And as we try to deal with this double-speak façade, our feeling that 
something is missing in our life will only be intensified, because, in fact, the truth is 
missing.

The results of living in the void are basically twofold: violence and depression. 
Unfulfilled lives have a short temper. When we are restless and frustrated despite our 
chosen escape mechanism, we become violent, either as a long-term simmering, such as 
racism, or as a sudden outburst, such as an unexpected case of domestic abuse. In either 
case, unable to escape the void, we externalize the source of our torment and lash out at 
the unfortunate and innocent other.  

If not violent, we can become depressed. Excluding genetically induced depression, we 
have millions of people in our society who are without motivation and incentive, prone to 
moping, and without hope. The result of our emptiness, such depression is a sign that we 
realize something is missing in our lives, but we don’t know what it is, and if we did, we 
couldn’t do anything about it anyway. Depression is a subconscious acceptance of the 
fact that we search but cannot find, and the subconscious awareness that the various 
escape mechanisms we have created are, well, just that. From this perspective, the 
depressed person is one step ahead of the compulsive shopper, for example, having 
learned that the escapes from the void really don’t work. 

Let us return to where we began this chapter. Some people may not experience the void at 
all. Most of us, however, oscillate between feelings of fulfillment and feelings of 
frustration, so that the everyday of our life is mixture of many ingredients. What we need 
to do, each of us, is to analyze our own situation and determine the extent of the void in 
our own life.

**********
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Thus concludes Section Two, an analysis of four characteristics of human life that seem 
generally true. Not to be considered in isolation, they interact in various ways in different 
lives. Creating worlds is directly related to our sense of the void. As we retreat into our 
private world, we also lose touch with reality. No wonder in the everyday we feel as 
though something is missing! As we search for ourselves, moments come along and offer 
temporary insight and hope, just as community supplies the larger context within which 
we continually struggle to overcome the void as well as grow in the truth.  

Section Three: New Answers to Old Questions

Chapter One: Who was Jesus?
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In trying to figure out who Jesus was and what he did, we have nowhere to turn but the 
experience of the disciples and their report of it. That is our only source. And when we 
look there, we find two assertions central to the faith of the disciples. 

In the first place, they found Jesus to be a truly human person. He had no world to shape 
the manner in which he related to others. He was tempted to impose his perception on 
others, but never gave in to the temptation. Because he was not blinded by parochialism, 
he was open to love others as they needed to be loved. Furthermore, this fullness of 
humanity manifest in Jesus was not alien to the men and women who followed him: it 
represented who they also were. The truth in Jesus was their truth also. It was who they 
were created to be. 

This was not accomplished, however, just because Jesus was a good example to follow. 
The disciples were painfully aware that try as they might, they were unable of their own 
power to be the kind of fulfilled people they would like to be, and that the only reason 
Jesus changed their lives as he did was because God was “in” him. The presence of God 
was in this Jesus as in no one else they had ever encountered before. This is the second 
assertion.

We cannot claim, nor did they, that the whole world over, there was no one else like 
Jesus. But they did assert that in their experience, they had never found God to be in a 
person as they found him to be in Jesus. We must remember that these folk left their work 
and family, followed Jesus, and later were willing to be put to death for their faith. They 
did not take their discipleship lightly.

In the moment of encounter with Jesus, the disciples were temporarily liberated from 
their world and set free to start on a new path. They were lifted out of the void of their 
lives and filled with new life and hope. They did not relapse because they came together 
as Jesus’ koinonia family of friends, creating the context of a caring and sharing 
community within which they could grow and mature in love. We have seen that they 
were not perfect, but they were now headed in a new direction. Even after Jesus was 
physically gone, he was present as the Spirit, bonding the fledgling community with a 
power and a presence.

It is crucial, especially in today’s religious wars, to remember that the disciples were 
evangelical, but not judgmental. They had discovered something wonderful and wanted 
to share it with others. They did not intend to impose their faith on non-believers as the 
only faith, nor to damn others as infidels. Fundamentalist biblicists are not true to the 
spirit of Jesus and the disciples when they claim to have the only true belief. 

 The disciples experienced in Jesus both the presence of God and the truth of humanity, 
the one in the other. It was a mystery, but at least it was simple. When other, later figures 
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tried to understand what happened, matters became very confusing very fast. In the New 
Testament itself, and right on into the fifth century, the original focus of the disciples was 
lost as the church began to ask some How? questions. Without getting into the details of 
the early controversies about who Jesus was, we shall consider the two most important 
ecumenical councils called to settle some of the issues.

First, in Nicaea in 325, the church gathered in council to deal with this question: Is Jesus 
fully God, and if so, how? They concluded that, yes, Jesus was fully God, and that was 
because he was of the same “substance” as the Father. This is the language of the so-
called Nicene Creed: “Jesus was true God of true God, begotten, not made, being of the 
same substance as the Father…” Note the difference from the thinking of the disciples: 
they described Jesus relationally, the council described him substantively. The disciples 
had an experience; the council offers a formula. The disciples confessed that something 
had happened to them; the council tried to explain how it could have happened. 

The second council, in Chalcedon, 451, tried to answer this question: How can Jesus be 
both God and man in one person? Some parties had argued that he was really two 
separate entities, while others argued that the two natures were somehow mixed up in 
him. The church rejected both positions, holding that Jesus was one person in whom the 
two “natures” were neither separated nor mixed. This, supposedly, becomes the irrational 
paradox that forms the heart of the Christian faith. 

But again, notice how different this is from what the disciples had to say. Once more, the 
later church is looking at Jesus statically, in terms of natures and substances, rather than 
dynamically and relationally. The disciples related to a person, not a nature or two. In our 
attempt to understand Jesus, we do well to drop the formulas handed down to us from 
church councils and focus instead on the Jesus-disciple encounter. The heart of the 
Christian faith is not believing that Jesus somehow is both God and man in one person, 
but rather experiencing a newness of life through encounter with Jesus. He is the one who 
incarnates our very humanity and is also the one who manifests the power of God so as to 
enable us to escape the confines of our world, overcome the void, and join with others in 
a vision of loving community. 

 

Chapter Two: How does the “saving” work of Jesus Christ reach us today? 

Okay. Jesus has to be understood relationally and not dogmatically. But where do I find 
Jesus today? How do we today participate in what Jesus did?

There has been a variety of answers to this question, but they fall into two categories. The 
one, epitomized by the Catholic church, is that the favor with God that Jesus got from 
being obedient unto the cross is now dispensed by the priests and bishops of the church. 
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The grace of God is handed out through the so-called means of grace, the sacraments. 
You go to mass, you participate in the sacrament of communion and that’s how the saving 
work of Jesus reaches you today, and there are other sacraments for other times of life.     

The traditional Protestant understanding states that Jesus died on the cross “for our sins”, 
and all those who accept him as their Lord will be saved. You hear the Word, the Holy 
Spirit opens your ears, you accept Jesus as savior, and that’s how what he did then affects 
us today. It is a personal experience that can happen anytime and anywhere, and is not 
dependent on institutional dispensation of any “means of grace”. But, and here is the key 
point, for both the Protestant and Catholic theologies it is the dying on the cross that is 
the pivotal event. It was in that act that Jesus reconciled us to God. It was because of that 
suffering that God is now gracious to us, forgiving our sin and accepting those who 
believe.

This is, I believe, a tragic error. We saw earlier that the death of Jesus had nothing to do 
with the new life the disciples found in him. Now we must see that the same is true for 
us.  Remembering that we are speaking from within the community of those who have 
been affected by what Jesus did, we can say that although the physical Jesus is not with 
us, the memory of him lives on in the story passed down to us, and it does so within a 
community of those who seek today to be his disciples as did those of yore. We have the 
capacity both to be encountered by the risen Christ, and also to be nurtured in the 
community of faith. And that is no more and no less than what was available to the 
earliest followers of the man. We are in the same position as the first disciples, the only 
difference being they had a flesh and bones man, and we have a flesh and bones story 
about that man and the living, risen spirit of that man. I think it works out about equal. 

What God does outside this context of Christian community, we cannot say, neither to 
affirm nor deny. We cannot pretend to know the comprehensive work of the Spirit of 
God, but we do know that wherever we find love we must celebrate and give thanks. The 
family of friends invites others to be one with them in a common discipleship in the 
knowledge that the Spirit of Christ may there be found. It also takes joy in knowing that 
God may also be found elsewhere.

Chapter Three: Why didn’t everyone who met Jesus believe in him?

We might well wonder why everyone who encountered Jesus did not become a disciple. 
Why some and not others? Assuming that Jesus related to everyone with the intent of 
turning them to God, we must conclude that the reason for denial lies within the person’s 
pre-condition. Although we cannot make a moment happen, we can be open to them. 
Although we all have our worlds, some worlds are more enslaving than others. Although 
we all deal with the void, some people have sunk deeper. Although we all need 
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community, some cannot find it. Taking this all together, it seems clear that some people 
were more open to experiencing a moment in Jesus than were others. Why? I think the 
answer must be that some persons were more fortunate than others in that they received 
more love from family and friends, had a more supportive community of which they were 
a part, and were not hardened in their little world so as to be impenetrable. The void was 
not so powerful in their lives. 

What might help such people? The supplying of what has been lacking: love, community, 
critique of their world…Small acts of love and kindness…Invitations to share the story…

In attempting to understand why some accepted Jesus and some did not, there have been 
many theologians who have concluded that God predestined some to eternal life and 
others to eternal something else. Is it possible that those who reject Christ have been 
predestined by God to eternal damnation, and there is nothing they can do about it?? I 
don’t think so! The very fact that in some mysterious way God was incarnate in Jesus, 
come to love us and teach us how to love, is proof enough that God loves us all.  It 
certainly seems to be the sum and substance of Jesus’ teaching, the images of judgment 
seemingly added by the later church. All of this leads me to conclude that each and every 
one of us returns to God, the source of our being. God’s love encompasses us all. The 
forgiveness is total. There is no punishment due. There is no hell, no purgatory. While we 
live, there is the void, but with a little help, that too can be minimized if not overcome.

Chapter Four: Do we have free will?

Implicit in everything we have said so far is a new concept of free will. The issue, most 
simply put, is this: Do I have the capability to overcome the void and find fulfillment in 
life? We are speaking of the freedom to be whole, not the freedom to choose coffee over 
tea.

Generally speaking, there have been two quite different answers to the question. On the 
one hand are those theologians, philosophers, scientists, etc, who say that we are free to 
choose and achieve our own fulfillment. The power is seen to be within us, a quality of 
human nature that is ours to exercise, if only we chose to do it. The question here, on the 
basis of common experience, is whether this optimism is consistent with the frustration 
most of us seem to have. Why is it so seemingly impossible continually to give our lives 
that meaning and purpose for which we so eagerly yearn? 

On the other hand are those who totally deny our capability for achieving happiness and 
fulfillment. Human wholeness is viewed as completely beyond our ability. In this view, 
salvation (or success) rests totally with God (or your genes) who hands it out to those 
whom “he” chooses, and human effort and striving are to no avail. Predestination, fate, 
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determinism- these theories are all basically the same, denying that you and I have the 
power and responsibility to determine our own fulfillment. The problem with this view is 
that it doesn’t ring true to experience either. We may feel totally frustrated in our search 
for meaning, but we also feel that somehow we are responsible, that we must strive in 
fear and trembling to work out our becoming whole, that life is not simply the result of 
some cosmic or divine decree, that we can do it.

The problem with these traditional approaches to the question of free will is that it seems 
misguided to think that freedom is something that we can have or not have. Free will is 
not a quality of a static human nature. Again, we’re not talking about the freedom to 
choose coffee or tea. We’re talking about the freedom to become a whole, happy, fulfilled 
human being. And that kind of freedom, as indicated by the experience of the disciples, is 
a quality of life that is activated in encounter. It is as we are encountered by God in the 
moment that we become liberated from the confines of our world. Whether or not we take 
advantage of this liberation is another question. Just because we are momentarily set free 
from the void and can now love, does not mean that we will exercise that option. Even if 
we do respond freely in love, the issue next arises of how long it will be before we fall 
back again into the shadow of our world. Freedom is a process and not a possession, and 
there are various steps to the process. It begins in the moment, when we are set free from 
our narrow little world. Liberated from our bondage, we are now free to love, or not to 
love. If we choose love, and the other chooses to love us in return, then a process 
continues which must continually fight for its survival.

Whether it survives or not depends on the context, and it is here that the community 
becomes so critical. In encounter with our fellow human, we are liberated in the moment. 
God, coming to us in the form of our neighbor, shatters our self-involution and opens the 
possibility for love. Within the community, be it two or two thousand, the compulsion to 
protect ourselves by withdrawing is overcome by the awareness that here is someone who 
loves me, so I need not be afraid. Confident in mutual caring and sharing, we are truly 
free- again, not as possession but as process. Two people (or two thousand) who love 
each other, are free in that relationship, although it must be continually renewed. Such 
people, free in one relationship, are not necessarily free in other relationships, freedom 
being a contextual and not a static quality. The hope, of course, is that the freedom found 
will spill over into other relationships, and that the sense of community will grow. 

Chapter Five: What is God like?

Difficult as it may be, we really must clear our minds of whatever we think we already 
know about God and start from scratch. Whatever concept we may have has surely been 
distorted as we fit God into our world. 
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If we focus on Jesus, the first lesson that the disciples learned as they were encountered 
by Jesus was that God was trying to lead them out of their world, out of the void, and into 
a life of love and fulfillment. It was a painful process, but one wherein they found their 
own true self. God was not against them in any way: God was for them. The image is of a 
One who is trying to help us overcome our inhumanity against ourselves, a God who is 
not some abstract deity sitting on the other side of the universe, but a Person who cares 
and loves.

Caring and loving means respecting the other’s freedom and that is exactly how God 
relates to us, forcing nothing, but rather, challenging, confronting, inviting. This means 
that as far as people are concerned, God is not omnipotent. God, in God’s freedom, has 
chosen to respect human freedom.  

The same must be true with respect to all the universe. As we saw in the earlier chapter 
on the miracles of Jesus, God created, and part of that creation was a self-limitation on 
the part of God not to interfere in the course of the universe. If a tornado kills ten people, 
it’s not because God willed it. Nor could God have prevented it.  

From Jesus we learn about the pain of God. The One who creates, loves, and respects, is 
also the One who suffers and cries when matters go awry. A God who cries: why do we 
find that such a strange notion? Jesus wept bitterly as he felt the pain of the world. How 
easily we think of God as omnipotent, wrathful, even vengeful. A plane falls from the sky 
and we say God did it. A young child dies and we comfort ourselves with the notion that 
God wanted that person. The simple truth we learn from Jesus is that God not only shares 
our pain, but feels it manifold. St. Paul had the intriguing idea that in some way yet to be 
discovered, there is an intrinsic link between agonizing events in the natural world and 
the corruption of humankind. Perhaps, then, if God can help us move from void to vision, 
the natural world may follow suit.

In short, the God whom Jesus shows is one who is continually reaching out to us, inviting 
us into the way that leads from void to vision. There is no evidence to indicate that the 
invitation is not open to all. God is there for all people, whether they realize it or not. God 
is always and in every way doing everything possible to liberate us from our worlds, that 
we might love one another and love God. Although no one ever talks much about it, God 
apparently wants to be family with us, just as we need to be family with one another. As 
family, we are partners with God, working for the good of all. So let us banish forever 
any and all notions of God that are destructive in any way. There is no wrath, no 
punishment, no revenge in God. God loves all of us, and wants all of us to love one 
another. What God is against is the way we all distort reality, creating worlds, and 
destroying the communion that ought to exist between brothers, sisters, and the planet.

One final note that we touched upon earlier. The Trinitarian understanding of God is not a 
doctrine about some esoteric concept. It is, instead, a description of how the disciples 
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experienced God. It began with Jesus: they experienced God in him. They then 
recognized that the One they found in Jesus was also the One present in all creation, Who 
was also the One present in the koinonia after Jesus was crucified. In Jesus, in creation, in 
the community. Same God, three different places of encounter. 

Chapter Six: How is God revealed?

In discussions of revelation, there has been a long-standing distinction between “natural” 
and “special” revelation. The former is defined as a knowledge of God available to all 
people, supposedly gained just by looking at nature. The enormity, the beauty, the 
complexity, and the power of nature is seen to convey a sense of the divine. Part of this 
revelation is a natural law, understood as God’s law, also available to all people. So, for 
example, the Roman Catholic church views contraception as a violation of natural law, 
thereby also a violation of God’s law, and everyone is supposed to be able to see this. It’s 
part of natural revelation.  Special revelation, on the other hand, comes from God to a 
particular person. One of Allah’s angels dictated the Koran to Mohammed. God appeared 
to Moses in a burning bush. The risen Christ showed himself to Paul on the road to 
Damascus. And so on. 

It is extremely questionable whether this distinction is either accurate or helpful. God’s 
presence is naturally all around us. The question is whether we can see it or not. So often, 
it seems, our worlds make us blind to God’s hand which is continually outstretched to us. 
The result is the feeling of emptiness and awareness of the void. It would seem that what 
we know naturally is that something is missing, and we’re not quite sure what it is. 

When a moment happens, God has broken through to us and we experience reality. The 
problem, of course, is that eventually we fit God back into our scheme of things. So we 
can say, really, that God is momentarily revealed to all of us at one time or another. The 
fact that it ends is our fault, not God’s. If God had God’s way, we would be aware of the 
Presence all the time. 

Jesus was a moment extended in time and space who allowed the disciples to understand 
the dynamics of their life. They could now realize that moments were those times when 
God had broken into their world, a world of which they now became aware for the first 
time. The Spirit of Jesus, as we have seen, continued this process after the crucifixion.

We would be better off if we dropped use of the word “revelation” completely, and spoke 
instead in terms of worlds and moments. This would lead us to think of God as one who 
is always and in every way trying to open our eyes. It is the level of our receptivity that 
makes the difference.
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Chapter Seven: How is God present and active in the world?

One of the most intriguing questions in theology pertains to how God gets things done. 
Some people are saying that God did this while others are praying that God would do 
that. People ask God for everything. Save the miners, guide the surgeon’s hand, help the 
deal go through, help our team win, bless America. It seems in each case that the 
operating assumption is that God can do anything S/He chooses to do. The presupposition 
of divine omnipotence is the foundation for prayer in the minds of most people, and that 
means miracles are possible. From this perspective, God just interferes in the natural 
course of events and does whatever seems best.

We have seen previously that the concept of divine omnipotence is very problematic, and 
the problem pertains to the existence of suffering and evil in the world. Most simply put: 
If God is loving on the one hand, and all-powerful on the other, why does God allow 
suffering? This dilemma seems inescapable. The only solution, it seems to me, is to say 
that in the divine omnipotence God chose not to be omnipotent in relating to creation. 
God decided to limit God’s power. Forced to choose between God’s power and God’s 
love, I choose God’s love. When we ask, therefore, how God does anything in this world, 
we cannot simply say that God interferes in the course of nature.

This raises two issues. First, if God can’t answer prayer directly, why pray? And 
secondly, what do we mean when we assert that God acts in history? We say, for 
example, that Yahweh led the people of Israel out of the land of Egypt: what can that 
possibly mean?

When we inquired into Jesus’ teaching on prayer, we found that the answer to prayer was 
“the gift of the Holy Spirit”. That is to say, the answer to prayer is not that God do what 
we ask, but rather that the very act of praying enhances our awareness of God, opening 
our eyes more and more to the divine Presence. Furthermore, as we become more 
enlightened, we ourselves become more able to let God’s light shine through us.

God is present everywhere- rocks, trees, planets, people. Nothing could exist if the life-
giving ontological presence of God were not there. God is around us everywhere, but for 
the most part is hidden from view because our world gets in the way. The void blocks the 
vision. But prayer chips away at the void, and prepares us for moments of revelation, 
those times when we become enlightened enough to sense and receive God’s love. 
Conversation with God is a very good thing, as long as we don’t demand of God what 
God cannot do. Conversation with God is a very good thing, because we become more 
aware of God’s love, and we then can become the occasion for others to find God’s love 
through us. That’s how God acts in history. 
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Think about the Exodus. Israel is enslaved in Egypt. Moses watches as a slave is beaten 
by a slave master, and he is shaken to the core. Questioning the meaningfulness of his 
own life, Moses becomes a spokesman for the Hebrews, confronts Pharaoh, and 
ultimately leads his people to the Promised Land. Furthermore, this exodus became the 
defining moment in the history of Israel: God acted in history to redeem his people. 

But, how did God do it? 

God, we remember, is everywhere. When Moses witnesses the slave being beaten, he 
experiences a moment in which his world is shattered and he sees the slave as a brother. 
There is an encounter with God, precipitated by the beating, and Moses is changed 
forever. As the slave changed him, so now Moses becomes the occasion to change the 
Hebrews. As the slave inspired him, so now Moses inspires his people. God “speaks 
through him”. As he grew in faith, he presented to God greater opportunity to reach 
others. God worked through him, and now had more to work with. 

That’s how God gets things done: through what is. Anything has the capacity to manifest 
God to us- rocks, trees, cats and dogs. They can all become a moment of revelation. And 
we are a big part of what is. We are the arms, voice, and power of God in the world. And 
the more enlightened we are, the more God has to work with. If we are sitting in a dark 
closet, the opportunity for us to increase love in the world is severely limited. But if we 
seek the vision, if we reach out to our fellow pilgrims, if we speak the Word, and if we 
speak up for the oppressed, then we empower God to lead us all toward the light.  

Chapter Eight: Are we sinful?

Here’s another word that we would be better off without. It means many different things 
to different people, and that’s one problem. The popular perception is that Christians 
believe that people are inherently bad or evil, and that is the second problem. What we 
learn from Jesus as well as from common experience is not that we are bad, but that we 
are trapped in our own little world. Inasmuch as we have dealt fully with this topic 
already, we need not repeat ourselves. 

Most often, the answer to sin is described as “grace”. How often have we heard about 
God’s grace this and God’s grace that! But what are we talking about? God is always and 
in every way for us. God is always trying to break into our world with love and 
forgiveness. If we want, we could say that God is gracious to us all the time. That’s just 
the way God is.
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Chapter Nine: Do I have a soul?

We all will die. We know that. The lingering question is this: is death the end, or is there 
another life beyond the grave?

If the answer is no to life, then the most that happens to us is that the atoms comprising 
our body eventually disseminate throughout the universe, from whence they came. Ashes 
to ashes, stardust to stardust. The alternative, that there is life after death, is founded on 
the basic conviction that the human being is made up of at least two parts, the body which 
deteriorates and ultimately disappears, and the soul, or spirit, which survives death and is 
immortal. Some would say that the soul pre-dates the body, entering a body sometime 
during embryonic development and then leaving at death. Others add that this same soul 
becomes re-incarnated in a variety of bodies over time, not all of which are necessarily 
human. Some say the soul gets to choose what body it wants. Others believe that how 
good or how bad you are in one life will determine what kind of body you get the next 
time around. Some of us pray to the spirits of the dearly departed, patron saints who have 
a special interest in our welfare.

For the most part, what one believes about the afterlife is pretty harmless. In certain 
circumstance, however, these various beliefs can have great social impact. For example, 
if you believe that a soul enters a body at conception, then you are not apt to be in favor 
of abortion, and you might become rather rabid in seeking to prevent abortion. Or if you 
believe that the poorest among us are reaping the reward of a previous life that was 
immoral, then you feel no need to help alleviate their misery. Such a theory of karmic re-
incarnation preserves the untouchable caste system in India even today, wherein  poverty 
becomes theologically institutionalized and morally justified.   

When we ask about the afterlife, we ask about that for which there is no obvious answer. 
It’s sort of like asking: How big is the universe? or Where is God located? As in our 
discussion of God, so too here in our discussion of the afterlife, we do best if we clear our 
minds of all pre-conceived notions and focus our attention simply and totally on what we 
learn from Jesus. It’s the only way to get a handle on the issue.

So what do we learn? As we have seen, the disciples discovered in Jesus what it meant to 
be truly human. They further believed that their awakening was due to the presence of 
God that came to them in and through Jesus. When Jesus was crucified, they were at first 
fearful for their own lives and also dismayed that their Lord had been executed. However, 
as they gathered in the Upper Room, mutually supporting and embracing one another, a 
new awareness dawned upon them: that the cross was not the final word, and he who had 
been crucified is now again alive. He is risen! Their departed master had returned in 
Spirit and power, never to leave again. 
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As we saw in our discussion about the resurrection of Jesus, the risen Lord has nothing to 
do with an empty tomb and nothing to do with physical appearances to disciples. The 
body of Jesus could still be there in the grave, and it wouldn’t make a bit of difference. 
What the disciples experienced was a whole new level of reality, something that went 
way beyond a physical resuscitation. Death was overcome, not just for Jesus, but for all. 
Death, manifest in all its brute horror on Good Friday, gave way to Easter morn. Life, not 
death, is the ultimate truth of the universe, and life is enveloped in the unending love of 
God. God will not allow death to be the final word for anyone. That’s what the 
resurrection of Jesus means. That is the witness of the disciples that has come down to us 
today. That’s what we know, and pretty much all we need know. Everything else is pure 
speculation, and speculation subjects us to the distortions of our world, enabling and 
enticing us to believe what we want rather than being thankful for what is. “Do we have a 
soul?” is really the wrong question. More properly we should ask: “Do we all return to 
the living God when we leave this earth?” and the answer to that, base on the resurrection 
of Jesus, is quite simply: Yes!  

Chapter Ten: What happens at the end of time?   

Some of the many books in the Bible contain imagery about what will happen at the end 
of time. Such material is called “apocalyptic”, and often speaks of a coming day when 
God will return to judge the nations, there will be turmoil on the face of the earth, and the 
redeemed will be carried off to heaven. Apocalyptic sections can be found in some of the 
Old Testament prophets, the book of Daniel, the book of Revelation, and in some of the 
sayings in the gospels. There is no time here to get into a detailed study of this material; 
for those interested there are many good commentaries. 

Remembering what we said earlier about how the Bible is not divine dictation, it is 
especially crucial that images of the end not be attributed directly to God. To believe that 
the apocalyptic accurately describes what will happen at the end of time is to play into the 
hand of various political agendas. Some fundamentalist church bodies fully believe that 
Jesus will return to Jerusalem when earthly turmoil becomes sufficiently severe. As a 
consequence, they cheer Mid-East violence as a sign that the end is near and they soon 
will be taken up into heaven. There is no desire for peace with this crowd, and the use of 
nuclear weapons may even be advocated. 

Partly through the book series “Left Behind”, a whole culture of apocalyptic believers has 
been created who are quite certain that in the wink of an eye they will be whisked away 
to be with God while the rest of us will be left behind in death and destruction. The 
centerpiece of this fantasy, the whisking away- referred to as the “rapture”- is a concept 
that never before existed in Christian theology. And they have led the general public to 
accept this as central to Jesus’ message. Nothing could be further from the truth. The 
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whole theology of others being left outside of God’s love appeals to all our basic instincts 
and is totally contradictory to Jesus’ message of love.

 As it turns out, the book of Revelation, the foundation for fundamentalist apocalyptic, 
has nothing to do with predicting the future. It was a coded message attempting to 
encourage converts to Christianity who now faced persecution. And, yes, there is a 
section in Matthew 25 that describes a last judgment scene where Jesus separates the 
sheep from the goats, those heaven-bound from those hell-bound. The saved are those 
who feed the hungry, clothe the naked, and visit the imprisoned, but never believed in 
God at all! The poor goats are those who never fed the hungry, never clothed the naked, 
and never visited those in prison, but were certain that they were the chosen ones. If I 
believed in the rapture, I’m not sure I’d sleep easy. 

But we can sleep easy, all of us, because God rejects no one. We all return to the source 
of our being, the open and embracing arms of a loving Parent. Why did Matthew include 
that scene of judgment? To criticize the self-righteous? To encourage charity? Because he 
really believed it? Perhaps all three. We don’t know. What we do know is that Jesus 
didn’t say it. Based on what the disciples relate to us about Jesus and his love, it seems 
totally impossible to me that God would throw any of His children into the eternal fire. 
The suffering that we impose on ourselves in the void of our life is our own true 
punishment. And that is only temporary.

Is there an end of time? The earth will come to a fiery end in about four and a half billion 
years, if any of us are still around to care. But will a Second Coming of Jesus happen 
before then? I doubt it. Jesus already came for the second time when he came as Spirit to 
the koinonia family of friends. And he comes for the second time when in a moment of 
revelation he comes into the heart and mind of someone who now sees the light. Every 
day Jesus comes again. It’s an individual thing. 

We might hope that the Kingdom of God would come in all its fullness here on earth, but 
there is no guarantee. There is no divine promise that we will inevitably evolve to a place 
where love, peace, and justice rule the planet. We could, in fact, self-destruct. Through 
any number of means, we have the capacity to wipe out human life on earth, and we just 
might do it. I can see us all walking through the pearly gates at the same time, God just 
shaking her head, and asking “Why did you do that??” There is no guarantee for our 
survival and success. There is only the promise of God’s love and God’s help as every 
day we work for the Kingdom.

Chapter Eleven: How do God and evolution fit together?

There are a variety of answers to this question, the simplest being that of the biblical 
literalists. The Bible says God created in six days, so that’s what happened. And it 
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certainly didn’t happen too long ago- maybe four thousand years or so. Evolution is all 
wrong. A simple answer, but not very convincing.

Much more reasonable is the solution set forth by the majority of Christian thinkers, 
Protestant as well as Roman Catholic. The basic idea here is also quite simple. From a 
faith perspective, we believe that God created the universe. From a scientific perspective, 
we believe that evolution describes how the universe came to be what it is today. Faith 
says “that”, and science describes “how”. The two perspectives are on different planes 
and speak of different realities, so there can be no disagreement between the two. God 
created and continues to create, and evolution is the method by which this divine task is 
accomplished.  

It is not clear, however, that those who take this dual track are fully are of the 
implications of evolution. At the heart of the scientific theory lies the claim that 
everything is contingent. Nothing has to be. Primates evolved into various hominid 
forms, culminating in homo sapiens, but there was nothing in nature that said it had to 
turn out this way. If one accepts evolution, as it seems we must, one must also accept that 
there is no divine plan for the changes in species through the ages. We human beings 
might just as well not have come to be. 

In all fairness to those who today speak of “intelligent design”, i.e. the universe is so 
complicated that it had to be designed by God, the conjunction of God and absolute 
contingency requires some major changes in our theological thinking. Intelligent 
designers refuse to accept evolution because they believe that God had a plan to get us 
where we are today, and has a plan for the future as well. Of course, they assert that the 
apex of God’s plan for his creation is us, homo sapiens, who are made in the image of 
God.  Acceptance of evolution, therefore, requires a certain posture of humility on our 
part. We are not the apex of creation. As a species we are as contingent on circumstance 
as everything else. And we are still changing. 

All of this raises some interesting questions. In addition to Neanderthals, there were other 
hominid species that came into being, lived for a while, and then died out. How did God 
relate to them? Were they also children of God, as we say we are? Did God become 
incarnate in their flesh to show them the way? 

In addition to looking backward, we can also look forward. What will we be in ten 
thousand years, assuming we survive? We can hope that we evolve spiritually, and 
become more like Jesus. That would be wonderful. But we will evolve physically as well, 
into what we do not know. Changes in species can happen very quickly, especially with 
accelerating advances in science and technology, and ten thousand years is a long time. 
Perhaps we’ll have webbed feet if global warming continues. Perhaps we’ll be able to 
communicate via brainwaves, making speech obsolete. Who knows?  In any case, it is 
quite possible that whatever we become, we will no longer be able to relate to the homo 
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sapiens Jesus of Nazareth. What then will God do, assuming we still need divine 
assistance? Will God become incarnate in our new form? 

Looking upward into the heavens, as far as we know now we are the only inhabited 
planet in the universe. But there are at least a billion galaxies, each with a billion stars. 
We must entertain the possibility that life exists elsewhere in the universe. How is God’s 
love manifest to these other creatures? 

Across the whole universe, there is a full spectrum of life, from the lowliest amoeba to 
the most advanced thinking and communicating being, and the love of the Creator comes 
to them all. Once we accept the contingency of evolution, we must accept the fact that we 
are no more created in the image of God than anything else. But we are one great section 
of the heavenly chorus, and for that we must be very thankful. 

The future is totally open. Not even God knows what will happen tomorrow, much less 
what will be a million years from now. What is certain is that God will be present in 
whatever is, and that includes us. If I am more loving and compassionate tomorrow than I 
was yesterday, that means that God has that much more to work with. We are partners 
with our Lord. The contingency of evolution only makes it that much more exciting.

Chapter Twelve: Where does the church fit in all this?

We end where we began: with Jesus and disciples. In the beginning we spoke of the 
earliest men and women who followed Jesus, while here at the end we look at the later 
generations, more commonly known as the church. What is the church and how does it 
function?

One position, epitomized by the Church of Rome but not limited to it, is that the church 
as an institution has what you need to get in good with God. Jesus’ act of atonement 
created a treasury of merit with God that Jesus handed over to the institutional church, 
which now dispenses this grace, primarily through the Word and sacraments administered 
by the ordained priesthood. This characterization may be a bit too harsh, inasmuch as 
these churches also emphasize fellowship and service to others, but there is a definite 
emphasis on the necessity of belonging to the institution. 

Another point of view, surprising in its modern resurgence, is that of theocracy. There is a 
chorus of fundamentalist evangelicals who believe not only that they should save souls 
for Christ, but that they should make public policy as well. Theocracy has appeared in 
Islamic states, where fundamentalists rule the public life according to how they interpret 
the Koran, but it is distressing that a similar attitude has emerged in America, where the 
separation of church and state is constitutionally guaranteed. Intolerant and judgmental, 
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these theocrats pose a threat to both the love of God and to the constitution of the United 
States. 

The legitimate role for the church is to function as the koinonia family of friends, just as 
the first disciples did. The fellowship of the faithful becomes the hands and voice of the 
risen Christ.They try to show the world what it means to be compassionate and loving. 
They serve the homeless and the hungry. They listen to and respect other points of view. 
They speak the Word of God as made manifest in Jesus of Nazareth. Amongst 
themselves, they care, they share, they trust and they love. They seek to become a 
microcosm of the Kingdom, that others may see and know. 

They work to overcome the void and create the vision.

**************************************

We have considered much in few pages. We have looked at the life of Jesus of Nazareth, 
we have described some common human attributes, and we have just now taken a new 
look at some old questions. My hope is that I have challenged you to think in some new 
way, not necessarily to agree with me, but to come to your own conclusions about what 
makes sense. Open thought and dialogue is today perhaps more critical than ever before. 


